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ABSTRACT

Munoz, Alvaro, Design and Performance Evaluation of Switching Architectures for 

High-Speed Internet, Master of Science (MS), May 2005, 119 pp., 64 figures, 4 tables, 

references, 57 titles.

The motivation for this thesis is the desire to build faster and scalable routers that 

efficiently handle the exponential traffic growth in the Internet. The Internet forwards 

information through a mesh of routers and switches, which has to keep up with the 

increasing demands of traffic. Shared-memory based switches are known to provide the 

best throughput-delay performance for a given memory size. In this thesis performance of 

commonly used memory-sharing schemes for the shared memory switches are evaluated 

under balanced and unbalanced bursty traffic. The scalability of shared-memory switches 

has been a research issue for quite sometime. One approach is to employ multiple 

memory modules and use them in parallel to enhance the capacity. The two well-known 

architectures in this category are (i) shared-multibuffer (SMB) switch architecture 

invented by Yamanaka et al of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Japan; and (ii) the 

sliding-window (SW) switch architecture invented by Dr. Kumar of UTPA, Texas, USA. 

In this thesis, performance of these two architectures are evaluated and compared. 

Furthermore, in this thesis, the SW switch architecture is extended to enable priority 

switching to provide differentiated Quality of Service (QoS) for different traffic classes.

iii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The Internet has had a tremendous success in the last several decades, evolving 

from a small research network to a scalable and distributed network with a rapid 

development and deployment of applications and services. The exponential growth of the 

Internet is demonstrated by the tremendous increase in both the number of users [1] and 

the traffic growth that has already made the Internet carry more traffic than the phone 

network [2] [3], Advances in transmission technologies have provided abundant 

transmission bandwidth. Progress in optical transmission technologies [4], such as dense 

wave division multiplexing (DWDM), optical add-drop multiplexers, ultralong-haul 

lasers, and optical amplifiers, has a large impact on lowering costs of digital transmission. 

The advent of DWDM in 1996 has provided doubling of the capacity of fiber optics 

every 7 to 8 months [5]. However, the growth rate is expected to decrease to doubling 

every year as we start approaching the maximum capacity per fiber of 100 Tbit/s [6]. 

Historically, router capacity has increased slightly faster than Moore’s law, multiplying

1
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2

by 2.2 every 1.5 to 2 years. This has been due to advances in router architecture and 

packet processing [7],

1.2 Motivation

The Internet originally provided best effort service but as the Internet becomes 

widely used, and more users have broadband access service such as asymmetric digital 

subscriber line (ADSL) and fiber to the home (FTTH), new application types uniting 

voice, video, and data traffic need to be delivered on the network infrastructure. Demands 

for systems that provide quality-of-service (QoS) to real-time applications and mission- 

critical financial data are increasing. The net effect of these driving forces is a set of new 

requirements that are placed on the routing and switching functions. These new 

requirements have put increasing demands on Internet routers and switches for 

supporting higher bandwidth, greater switching capacity, and efficient support for 

quality-of-service (QoS) in the network. This thesis focus on the design and evaluation of 

efficient Internet switching architectures that can face the challenges imposed on the next 

generation Internet by the scalability issues and QoS requirements of present and future 

Internet applications.

1.3 Packet Switching

There are two fundamental types of underlying network infrastructures based on 

how traffic is multiplexed and switched inside a network: circuit-switching and packet- 

switching. A circuit-switched network provides a fixed connection to its hosts. In circuit- 

switching, a guaranteed amount of bandwidth is allocated to each connection and

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.



3

available to the connection all the time. The most common example of a circuit-switched 

network is the public-switched telephone network (PSTN). Circuit-switching can be 

rather inefficient. An amount of bandwidth is dedicated for the duration of the 

connection, even if no data are being transferred. For a voice connection, utilization may 

be rather high but for bursty-traffic the utilization of networks resources is not efficient. 

An example of bursty-traffic is Web browsing. When a user clicks on a hyperlink, a new 

page needs to be downloaded as soon as possible from a server. When a user is looking at 

a recently downloaded page, there is almost no traffic. Thus a bursty stream in Internet 

requires a lot of bandwidth from the network whenever it is active and very little 

bandwidth when it is not active.

In contrast packet switching deals with the problem of transporting bursty-traffic 

efficiently. In packet-switched networks (Fig. 1.1), the data stream is broken up into 

small packets of data. Each packet contains a portion of the user’s data plus some control 

information. The control information includes the information that the network requires 

to be able to route the packet through the network and deliver it to the intended 

destination. Theses packets are statistically multiplexed together with packets from other 

data streams inside the network. Therefore statistical multiplexing improves the 

bandwidth utilization of the network.
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Q ®

iTS
Fig. 1.1 The nodes in the network cloud can be switches or routers.

As they arrive at each node, packets sent from host A to host B 
get switched onto a path which leads them to host B [13]

In a packet switched network, data-packets travel through a mesh of routers or 

switches over links towards their final destinations. The delivery of packets from host A 

to host B, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, requires packets to pass through multiple routers and 

switches (nodes). As soon as a packet arrives at a node, the router decides to which 

output link the packet is to be switched, based on its IP address from packet’s header, and 

transmits it to the corresponding output link. Contention occurs among packets for 

network resources when more than one packet is destined for the same output link at the 

same time. This is solved by queueing the packet(s) that could not access the destined 

output link and forwarding the packet(s) later from buffer when the output link becomes 

available. Buffers cause some important effects; the delay experience by packets at each 

node depends on how many packets are queued up ahead of it. This causes delay 

variations (jitter). On occasion, the traffic in some output links may be so high that it
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causes the buffers to overflow. When this happens, some of the packets must be dropped 

from the network.

1.4 Router and Switches

A router receives traffic through its input-ports and sends it shortly afterwards 

through the appropriate output-ports. Information is sent either through fiber optics for 

the long haul and high speeds, or through copper cables for the short haul and mid-to-low 

speeds. Routers need to look up the destination address in a routing table to decide where 

to send a packet next, or in which queue it should be buffered. Packets also need to be 

scheduled to use the switch fabric, so that they go from the input-ports to the output-ports 

without contention. Conflicts are resolved by deferring the transmission of all but one of 

the conflicting packets until some later time when the contention has been cleared.

Fig. 1.2 shows the functional blocks of a router, also called a switch. When traffic 

arrives at the ingress linecard, the framing module extracts the incoming packet from the 

link-level frame. BP address is used to look up the routing table. A so-called longest- 

prefix matching method is used to find the output-port. In some applications, packets are 

classified based on the combined information of IP source/destination addresses, 

transport layer, port numbers, and type of protocol. Based on the result of classification, 

packets may be either discarded or handled at different priority levels. Then, any required 

operations on the packet’s header are performed, such as decrementing the Time-To-Live 

(TTL) field, updating the packet checksum, and processing any BP options. After these 

operations, the packet is sent to the egress port through a switch fabric, which is 

rescheduled every time slot. Several packets destined to the same egress port could arrive
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at the same time. Thus, any conflicting packets have to be queued in the input-port, the 

output-port, or a centralized shared-memory location.

.kg ress  tk ieca i'ds  Switch Fabric E gress linecsrds

Til 

i i  tfe'

‘ .

 ► Control path

D ata  pa th  

■■■■■ SctednSI.Bg path

Fig. 1.2 Functionality of a router or switch [5]

In the output linecard, some routers perform additional scheduling that is used to 

police or shape traffic, so that quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees are not violated. 

Finally, the packet is placed in a link frame and sent to the next hop. In addition to the 

datapath, routers have a control path that includes the system configuration, management, 

and exchange of routing table information. These are performed relatively infrequently. 

The router controller exchanges the topology information with other routers and 

constructs a routing table based on a routing protocol.
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1.5 Buffering Strategies

One of the central concerns in designing a high-capacity switch is limited 

memory-bandwidth [8] [9], For switches operating at high speed, the speed of the 

memory, which is a basic building block of queues, becomes a limiting factor. Switch 

speed is often limited by the rate at which the memory can operate. Depending on switch 

architecture, queueing can take place at different parts of the switch as shows in Fig. 1.3: 

at the inputs, at the outputs, at both inputs and outputs, or at a centralized location. The 

following subsections explain different buffering strategies and the advantages and 

disadvantages of theses approaches.

a) Output queuetag.

ID—►

SSiaredi Memory

e) Centralized ahared memory'.

Fig. 1.3 Various buffering strategies on switching architectures [13]
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1.5.1 Input Buffered Switches

Input-buffering is characterized by the memory blocks located at the input ports 

as shown in Fig. 1.3 (b). At most one packet can arrive at and depart from each input in 

one time slot. Thus, the memory is only required to operate at twice the line rate. 

Unfortunately input buffering suffers from head-of-line (HOL) blocking and limits the 

throughput to 58.6% for uniform traffic [10], HOL blocking occurs because packets for 

different outputs share the same first-in first-out (FIFO) queue.

When packets for different outputs share a FIFO queue, a packet, which may be 

destined to a free output, can be blocked by a packet in front of it, which may be destined 

to a busy output-port. Such a packet is called a HOL packet. The HOL packet may be 

destined to a different output but has to remain in the queue because its output is busy. As 

a result, some inputs and outputs are unnecessarily left idle and thus degrading the 

throughput performance. There are various techniques to reduce HOL blocking 

[11][12][13]. A technique called virtual output queueing (VOQ) aims to eliminate HOL 

blocking [14][15] but the scheduling problem in VOQ switches limit the scalability of 

this switch architecture. An NxN size VOQ switch need to manage N2 logical queues in 

all memory blocks and existing scheduling algorithms are either complex to run at high 

speed or only perform well under restricted conditions.

1.5.2 Output Buffered Switches

Output-buffering is referred to as a technique in which all memory blocks are 

placed at the outputs [16][17][18] as shown in Fig. 1.3 (a). Memory independence among
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output-ports enables output-buffered switches to guarantee a minimum-bandwidth 

between individual connections [19]. Nonblocking fabrics help to ensure that the 

adequacy of service delivered to a particular user should not depend on the detailed 

behavior of other users. Deterministic bounds on end-to-end delay and end-to-end buffer 

sizing results for lossless transmission are available under output-buffering; these results 

can be extended to arbitrary virtual path connection (VPC) structures [20]. In addition, 

because output-buffering do not suffer from HOL blocking at the input-ports, they can 

achieve 100% throughput for each output link. On the other hand output-buffering 

requires that all arriving packets must be immediately delivered to their outputs. An 

output-buffered switch of size NxN would require in the worst-case scenario N  + 1 

write/read operations to be done in a memory block which limit the scalability of this 

buffering technique.

1.5.3 Input and Output Buffered Switches

Input and output buffered switches are intended to combine the advantages of 

input buffering and output buffering [21] [22] [23], In input buffering, the input buffer 

speed is comparable to the input line rate. In output buffering, there are up to L (1 <L<N) 

packets that each output-port can accept at each time slot. If there are more than L 

packets destined for the same output-port, excess packets are stored in the input buffer. 

Since the output buffer memory only needs to operate at L times the line rate, a large- 

scale switch can be achieved by using input and output buffering. However, this type of 

switch requires a complicated arbitration mechanism to determine which of L packets 

among the N  HOL packets may go to the output-port.
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1.5.4 Shared-Memory Switches

In shared-memory switch [24] [25] [26] incoming packets are time-division 

multiplexed into a single data stream and sequentially written to a shared-memory. Also 

packets are removed from shared-memory in a single output data stream and 

demultiplexed in several egress lines. The buffer-space is a centralized memory block 

(Fig. 1.3 c) used by all ports to write or read packets. Logically the buffer-space is 

partitioned in multiple logical queues, one for each output-port or even further for each 

traffic flow to provide quality-of-service (QoS). Shared-memory switches provide the 

best memory utilization. All input/output have access to the shared-memory and buffer 

space that is unused by other outputs can be employed by very active output-ports. A 

subject that should be taken into account in shared-memory switches is the efficient 

access of output-ports to the buffer-space. The problem is that a single port or group of 

ports can take over most of the buffer, preventing packets destined for less utilized ports 

from gaining access. This causes degradation in throughput performance of the switch. 

Optimal ways to share the buffer-space among all the input and output-ports by 

controlling the queue build-up inside the shared-memory switch for various traffic 

conditions have been discussed in [27] [28] [29] [30] [31 ] [32] [33].

A drawback, in the shared-memory switch is the speed at which the memory has 

to operate. Scaling a shared-memory switch to a larger size is constrained by an internal 

speedup requirement. For a switch of size NxN, the memory must be able to support N  

read accesses by all the N  outputs and N  write accesses by all the inputs in a time slot, 

i.e., the memory must operate 2 -N times faster than the line rate. There are several
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approaches to overcome traditional limitations in shared-memory switches. A method to 

scale a packet switch is to use multiple switches operating independently and then 

interconnect such switches in some fashion to build a large-scale switching system 

[34][35][36][37], Parallel packet switch (PPS) architecture [34][35] is comprised of 

multiple identical lower speed packet switches in parallel. An incoming stream of packets 

is spread, packet by packet, by a demultiplexer across switches, and then recombined by 

a multiplexer at the output. However, PPS architecture requires coordination buffers in 

the multiplexers and de-multiplexers in order to employ a distributed scheduling 

algorithmic. Use of multistage interconnection networks (MINs) [36][37] to interconnect 

small-scale shared-memory switches to build large size shared-memory switch has been 

used. Although, it is shown in [42] that the optimal throughput performance of small-size 

shared-memory switches degrades significantly if the switch is grown to a larger-size 

switch by connecting these optimal-performance switches using MIN approach.

Shared-memory switches have been scaled using collectively multiple physically- 

separate memory-modules which as a group form a large memory block that it is intended 

to buffer packets that lost contention for switch resources. Allowing sharing of the total 

buffer space from the entire number of memory-modules among all the input and output- 

ports [38][39] [40][41 ][42][43]. A Shared-Multibuffer (SMB) switch design, proposed in 

[38][39][40], provides a complete sharing of all the memory-modules among all input 

and output-ports. The SMB-switch deploys a centralized controller to centrally control 

and manage all switching functions; such as their write/read operations for all incoming 

and outgoing packets, update idle and used memory addresses, provide instructions to 

input and output spatial (interconnection) switches on how to provide routing of data
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packets corresponding to the input and output lines The main disadvantage of this 

approach is that the use of a centralized controller can become a performance bottleneck 

as the switch is grown to a larger size. The sliding-window (SW) switch architecture in 

[41] [42] is a class of switching architecture, where physically separate multiple memory- 

modules are logically shared among all the ports of the switch, and the control is 

decentralized. Memory-modules are independent and they use their local memory 

controllers to perform write/read operations for data packets based only on the 

information available locally. Decentralized switching functions enable the SW-switch to 

operate in a pipeline fashion to enhance scalability and switching capacity.
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CHAPTER 2

MEMORY-SHARING SCHEMES

2.1 Introduction

Switching systems employing shared-memory have been known to provide the 

highest throughput and incur the lowest packet-loss compared to that of packet switches 

employing input or output buffering strategies under conditions of identical memory size 

and bursty-traffic. High-capacity shared-memory based switches are becoming popular 

due to new approaches to obtain high memory-bandwidth with the use of multiple 

memory-modules in parallel that efficiently emulate a big-size memory-module which is 

logically shared among ports. [38][41][42], Internet traffic is inherently bursty in nature. 

With the increase in Internet traffic, the Internet switches have to be efficient in handling 

bursty-traffic. Because of their ability to achieve high throughput for a given memory 

resource deployed, the shared-memory switches are increasingly being used in high- 

performance Internet core routers and switches. For efficient sharing of a common 

memory space by the packets of the output-ports in a shared-memory switch, it is 

important to deploy some type of memory-sharing scheme. These memory-sharing

13
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schemes have a direct impact on the throughput performance and utilization of its output- 

ports [29] [30] [31] [33]. In this chapter we present different types of memory-sharing 

schemes that can be possible for packets of different output-ports to share a common 

memory space. We also measure the performance of these memory-sharing schemes 

under bursty-traffic conditions. The bursty-traffic can be divided into two different types 

(i) Balanced bursty-traffic and (ii) unbalanced bursty-traffic. The balanced bursty-traffic 

has bursts of incoming packets uniformly distributed to the output-ports with each output- 

port having equal probability of receiving a burst of packets. In the unbalanced bursty- 

traffic, some ports of the switch have higher probability of receiving bursts of traffic than 

other ports. Some examples of applications that can produce unbalanced bursty-traffic 

could be due to fixed geo-spatial location of videoconferencing sessions (e.g. business 

area of downtown), or live digital broadcast for sporting events which may be more 

popular with subscribers in certain geographical area. In this chapter, the switch output- 

ports with higher probability of receiving bursts of packets are called very active ports 

and the ports with lower probability of receiving bursts of packets are called lightly active 

ports. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has been done to compare all four 

different memory-sharing schemes under balanced and unbalanced bursty-traffic. In this 

chapter, we measure and compare the effect of balanced and unbalanced bursty-traffic on 

the performance of four memory-sharing schemes for the class of shared-memory packet 

switches used in Internet.
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2.2 Background

A shared-memory switch, as shown by Fig. 2.1, allows multiple broadband lines 

to share a common buffer-space for storing packets bound for various output-ports of the 

switch. The access to the memory is time multiplexed via a shared bus. Packets arriving 

on all input-ports are multiplexed into a single stream that is fed to the common memory 

for storage. At the same time, an output stream of packets is formed by retrieving packets 

from memory; the output stream is then demultiplexed, and packets are transmitted on the 

output-ports.

Inside the memory, packets are organized into separate logical queues. An 

individual logical queue per port is usually set, but there can be more if the switch 

supports various priority classes. A logical queue for output-port d  is depicted in Fig. 2.2, 

incoming packets destined to output-port d  causes queue length Qa to expand and 

eventually packets are dropped if buffer-space is not available. A memory-sharing 

scheme selectively drops packets and controls the queue built-up inside memory before 

the buffer overflow. In effect, a memory-sharing scheme intends to provide to all the 

output-ports a fair access to the memory resources by controlling the use of buffer-space. 

Consequently, it maintains an efficient utilization of the switching system.
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Fig. 2.2 Logical queue in shared-memory switch

It is necessary to have some kind of control on sharing of the common buffer- 

space among the packets for different output-ports of the switch. In the case of complete 

memory sharing, it is possible for packets of a given output-port or a group of output- 

ports (monopolizing ports) to completely occupy the common buffer-space and in effect 

block the passage of packets belonging to non-monopolizing ports of the switch. The
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provision o f complete-sharing of the common memory results in unfair use of common- 

buffer-space. Because of this, the complete-sharing of common-buffer-space in shared- 

memory packet switches can result in starvation for some output-ports of the switch and 

inefficient output-utilization. In order to alleviate this problem of unfairness, it is 

common to restrict the occupancy of the common-buffer-space in order to always allow 

passage to all input-output pairs. The memory-sharing schemes, namely the individual- 

static threshold, global-static threshold, dynamic threshold and SMDA based memory- 

sharing schemes are used to restrict complete occupancy of the common memory by 

packets of a given output-port or a set of output-ports. In this chapter we compare the 

impact of various memory-sharing schemes on the throughput and packet-loss 

performance of a switch under a given bursty-traffic.

2.3 Individual-Static Threshold Based Sharing Scheme

This is a straightforward scheme used to control, on an individual basis, the 

output-queue build-up inside the shared-memory switch. Under this scheme, a restriction 

is placed on the maximum length of the output queues [28] to a pre-determined value 

which is defined as the individual-static threshold value (ST). The individual-static 

threshold (ST) value is set to a multiple a of the total buffer-space (B)

ST = ocB packets where 0 < a <  1

An individual output queue (Qd) inside the common buffer-space is not allowed to exceed 

the ST value. The packets of the output-queues that exceed ST value are dropped as 

illustrated in Fig. 2.3
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if  Qd < ST packets then

Accept packets for the output-port d

else

Drop the packets for output-port d 

Fig. 2.3 Individual-static threshold scheme to regulate the sharing of the memory space

This scheme prevents any individual output-queue from completely occupying the 

common buffer-space and hence attempts to improve fairness and switch throughput. 

This technique of restricting the maximum length of individual queues works well in 

preventing a single output queue from completely occupying the common buffer-space. 

However, at higher loads, it is still possible for a group of output queues to completely 

occupy the common memory and unfairly deny (drop) the packets belonging to other 

source-destination pairs to access the common buffer-space for switching purposes.

2.4 Global-Static Threshold Based Sharing Scheme

According to this scheme [33], a restriction is put on the occupancy status of the 

entire global memory-space. In this scheme, a predetermined limit, called the global- 

static threshold value (GT) is imposed on the occupancy of the global memory-space (B). 

This GT value is calculated as follow; where (1-a) is a proportionality constant imposed 

on the occupancy of global memory-space (B)

GT = (l-a)-B packets where 0 < a <  1

If the occupancy of the global memory-space reaches that threshold value (GT) then the 

packets only from qualifying output-ports are admitted to the remaining memory space =
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(a-B) packets. A predetermined admittance policy is used to qualify the output-ports 

whose packets will be admitted in the remaining memory space. An example of an 

admittance policy is given in the section below.

2.4.1 Admittance Policy for Qualifying Output-Ports

Once the global-static threshold value (GT) is reached on the occupancy of the 

entire global memory-space then the admittance policy accept packets for only those 

output-ports whose output-queue length is less than (a-B) packets. Where B is the total 

shared-memory space and a is a proportionality constant (0 < a < 1) imposed on the 

occupancy of global memory-space (B).

The output-ports with queue length less than (a-B) packets are considered

underrepresented ports. Once the threshold limit GT is reached for the occupancy of the

entire global memory-space then only the admittance policy goes in effect. The

admittance policy selectively admits packets to the remaining memory space for only the

underrepresented output-ports with queue length less than (a-B) packets. The algorithm

for sharing of the common buffer-space among the packets of competing output-ports and

with this admittance policy is given in Fig. 2.4

if  (2 QO < GT packets then where GT = (l-a) B

Accept packets for all the output-ports 

elseif Qd < (a-B) packets then

Accept the packets for the output-port d 

else

Drop the packets for output-port d 

Fig. 2.4 Global-static threshold scheme to regulate the sharing of the memory space
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The global-static threshold based memory-sharing scheme achieves an efficient 

use of common buffer-space compared to individual-static threshold based memory- 

sharing scheme especially under conditions of low offered load. However, in the global- 

static threshold scheme the switch output-ports may not be fully utilized due to backlog 

in the remaining space =(a-B) packets under conditions of high bursty-traffic loads.

2.5 Dynamic Threshold Based Sharing Scheme

Dynamic threshold based memory-sharing scheme is described in detail in [30]. 

According to this scheme, the occupancy of the memory that dynamically changes with 

the traffic conditions impose dynamically changing restrictions on the active output-ports 

from entering the remaining memory space at any given time. Each queue length (Qd) 

inside common buffer-space is limited to a predetermined value called the dynamic 

threshold (DT) value. This DT value is function of the remaining buffer-space and it 

could increase or decrease depending on the traffic conditions at time t. Let B be the total 

buffer-space and £Qi the sum of all queue lengths, i.e., the total memory used to store 

packets, then the dynamic threshold (DT) value at time t is calculated:

DT(t) = a-(B -  EQi) packets where a >  0

Where a is proportionality constant of the available memory space (B -  EQO at time t. 

Packets belonging to output queue lengths (Qd) with values less than DT are allowed to 

be stored in the remaining buffer-space; otherwise packets are dropped as illustrated in 

Fig. 2.5
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if Qd < DT packets then

Accept packets for the output-port d

else

Drop the packets for output-port d 

Fig. 2.5 Dynamic threshold scheme to regulate the sharing of the memory space

Dynamic threshold scheme is inherently adaptive and dynamically respond in 

time according to the unused memory space. If there is sufficient buffer-space it allows 

active output-ports to increase their output queues as much as necessary. Contrary, if the 

buffer nearly overflows it imposes very restrictive conditions in a way only packet for 

less active ports are accepted. DT scheme reduces queue lengths by blocking new arrivals 

and waiting for the queue lengths of active ports to reduce naturally by the work of the 

switching system.

2.6 SMDA Based Memory-Sharing Scheme

Another memory-sharing scheme, namely the shared-memory with dedicated 

access (SMDA) is similar to the scheme called sharing with minimum allocation (SMA) 

scheme mentioned in [29], SMDA or SMA based memory-sharing scheme aims to 

guarantee full utilization of the output-ports first, and then attempts to maximize the 

throughput for a given bursty-traffic. Under this scheme, a packet switch uses both the 

shared-memory and dedicated memory for its output-ports. A small percentage of total 

memory is dedicated to each output-port and the remaining memory is shared among all 

the ports. For a given output-port, the dedicated memory is first used to store the packets
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and when the dedicated portion of the memory is full then only the packets can access 

shared-memory space of the switch.

Dedicated memory space for the SMDA scheme represents the minimum number 

of packet locations within memory space allocated to each output-port for its individual 

use and is calculated as following.

GC *Dedicated memory per port = --—■■■■ packets where 0 < a < 1

A portion of the total memory space B is divided equally among all the ports for its 

dedicated use. The amount of remaining memory space is shared among all the ports and 

is calculated as following.

GC *
Shared-memory space = B - N  ■ — packets

Here, B is the total memory space, a is a proportionality constant for SMDA scheme and 

N  is the number of I/O ports for NxN packet switch. Under this scheme, when the shared- 

memory space is occupied due to traffic backlog then the inactive ports still have a 

dedicated memory to allow its packets a passage through the memory space. Unlike other 

memory-sharing schemes, the SMDA or SMA scheme guarantee full output-utilization 

even under the conditions of backlog that is common with bursty Internet traffic.

2.7 Performance Evaluation

A simulation study is used to evaluate the performance of a shared-memory 

switch employing the various memory-sharing schemes. The measures of interest
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considered for performance evaluation are the offered load for a bursty-traffic of a given 

average burst length (ABL), the average throughput, and the Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for a 

given memory size used in the system. Section 2.7.1 describes the probability nature of 

the bursty-traffic. Next, section 2.7.2 evaluates the various memory-sharing schemes 

using a balanced bursty-traffic, scenario where bursts of data-traffic are uniformly 

distributed to all the output-ports. Section 2.7.3 considers an unbalanced bursty-traffic 

scenario. Burst of incoming packets have a greater chance to be destined to some output- 

ports than others output-ports.

2.7.1 Bursty-Traffic Model

To study performance of the various memory-sharing schemes, a bursty-traffic 

[7][42] is generated using a two state ON-OFF model (Fig. 2.6). Packets arrive at each 

input in a slot-by-slot manner and each input alternates between active and idle periods of 

geometrically distributed duration. During an active period, packets destined for the same 

output arrive continuously in consecutive time slots. There is at least one packet in an 

active period. An active period is usually called a burst. For the duration of and idle 

period, there are consecutive empty time slots due to the absence of traffic.
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Fig. 2.6 Two-state ON-OFF model

If p  and r  characterize the duration of the active and idle period, respectively, then the

probability that the active period lasts for a duration of i time slots is given by

P(i) = p(  1 -  p)'~l , for i > 1

and the corresponding average burst length (ABL) is given by

1 1 P

Similarly, the probability that an idle period lasts for j  time slots is

R( j )  = r ( l - r ) J fo r j>  0

and the corresponding mean idle period is given by

£,[;] = E y  -RO') = —
U  r

Hence, for a given p  and r, the offered load L is given by

L::: EB\i] _  r
EB[i] + Et[j] r + p - r p
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2.7.2 Evaluation under Balanced Bursty-Traffic Conditions

The shared-memory switch in the simulation study is an NxN = 32x32 ports where 

the input and output lines work at identical rates. The number of data-packets that can be 

stored in the shared-memory space is 1,024 packets. All ports have access to the common 

memory space which is organized into logical queues corresponding to the different 

output-ports. Each input line of the switch receives data-packets from a bursty source 

with an average burst length (ABL) = 16 packets. Incoming bursts of packets are 

uniformly distributed to the output-ports, i.e. bursts of packets have equal probability to 

be destined to any output-port. Values of a constant utilized for the simulation are a = 

0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 for all memory-sharing schemes. The effect of the memory- 

sharing scheme in the throughput performance and packet-loss is more evident at higher 

loads. As load is incremented for the switch, some packets might be dropped due to the 

lack of available memory space to buffer them. For that reason, the memory-sharing 

scheme should maximize the passage of packets through all input-output pairs by 

regulating the use of the memory space efficiently.

First, we evaluate average throughput (Fig. 2.7) in a shared-memory switch 

employing individual-static threshold based sharing scheme with a = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 

and 0.9. We have a higher throughput at higher loads (>80%) with a  = 0.1 compared to 

others values of a constant. Value of a  = 0.1 means that any queue length could take up 

to 10% of the buffer-space. While limiting the amount of buffer-space for output-ports at 

higher loads guarantees a reasonable good access of packets to all the output-ports, the 

advantage of shared buffer-space in the switch is reduced. As a result, at low and mid 

loads packets could be dropped even when there is idle buffer-space. For the throughput
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performance given for different a values, we also measure the corresponding packet-loss 

ratio (PLR) with balanced bursty-traffic. Fig. 2.8 shows the occurrence of packet-loss at 

low loads (<6Q%) for a = 0.1. This packet-loss is caused by the restriction in size for 

queue lengths that limits the use of buffer-space for output-ports. Also packet-loss at low 

loads varies considerably with different a values. In the individual-static threshold 

scheme the setting of a constant results difficult. At higher loads, it is preferable to have 

small a values. However at low loads, there is significant packet-loss with small a values; 

and it is necessary to have big a values to allow queue length for output-ports to expand 

in order to allow packets enter the switch to use the available buffer-space.

Individual-Static Threshold
0.9

Switch Size (NxN)= 32x32 ports 
Memory Capacity (B)= 1024 packets 
Average Burst Length (ABL)= 16 packets0.7

-  a = 0 
 ̂ a = 0 

_  a  = 0O)
£0.5

&0-4

50.3

0.2

0 .1'

0.90.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Effective Load

0.6
Load

0.7

Fig. 2.7 Average throughput with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for individual-static threshold based sharing scheme
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Individual-Static Threshold
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a  = 0.9

0.90.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
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Fig. 2.8 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for individual-static threshold based sharing scheme

Fig. 2.9 shows the average throughput in a shared-memory switch using the 

global-static threshold based sharing scheme to regulate the use of buffer-space. 

Throughput performance is higher with a = 0.1 compared to others a values. For a = 0.1, 

the global-static threshold is equal to 90% of the buffer-space. That means the memory is 

completely shared before the occupancy of buffer-space reaches 90% capacity and then 

after only packets for underrepresented ports are accepted into the switch according to the 

admittance policy. In the global-static threshold scheme, it is preferable to have a small a 

value that allow a complete sharing of memory up to the threshold value; and when load 

increases close by the full memory capacity, packets are selectively admitted to the 

remaining of the buffer-space. For the throughput performance in Fig. 2.9, the 

corresponding packet-loss ratio (PLR) (Fig. 2.10) is also measured under identical 

balanced bursty-traffic conditions. Unlike PLR in individual-static threshold scheme (Fig.
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2.8), PLR in global-static threshold scheme (Fig. 2.10) present less variation for different 

values of a constant. Furthermore, there is no packet-loss in global-static threshold 

scheme at low loads (<60%) because queue lengths are no restricted in size at low loads.

0.9-

0 . 8 -

0.7-

GlobaS-Static Threshold

Switch Size (NxN)= 32x32 ports 
Memory Capacity (B)= 1024 packets 
Average Burst Length (ABL)= 16 packets a  = 0.1 

a = 0.3
~e- a  = 0.5
 a  = 0.7

a =  0.9

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Effective Load

0.8 0.9

Fig. 2.9 Average throughput with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for global-static threshold based sharing scheme
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Fig. 2.10 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for global-static threshold based sharing scheme

Evaluation of average throughput in a shared-memory switch using dynamic 

threshold based sharing scheme is presented in Fig. 2.11. Throughput is evaluated under 

balanced bursty-traffic. Dynamic threshold scheme achieves the highest throughput 

(86%) with large a values at full load (100%) compared to the other memory- sharing 

schemes. Results for throughput are very similar as a value is incremented. Therefore, 

dynamic threshold scheme is very robust for variations in a constant. For the throughput 

performance, we also measure the corresponding packet-loss ratio (PLR) under identical 

balanced bursty-traffic conditions. PLR for large a values is decreased; a = 0.9 represents 

that at any time, queue lengths for output-ports less than 90% of the idle buffer-space are 

permitted to built-in inside memory and their packets are accepted into the switch. In the 

dynamic threshold scheme, it is better to have big values of a constant in order to obtain 

the lowest PLR when burst of packets are uniformly distributed to the output-ports.
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Fig. 2.11 Average throughput with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for dynamic threshold based sharing scheme
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Fig. 2.12 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for dynamic threshold based sharing scheme
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Fig. 2.13 shows the average throughput in a shared-memory switch using the 

SMDA based memory-sharing scheme with balanced bursty-traffic. Throughput 

performance is higher using small a values. It is noticed that throughput in SMDA 

scheme (81%) is less than throughput for dynamic threshold scheme (86%) at full load 

(100%). This smaller throughput is explained due to the fact SMDA scheme dedicates an 

amount of buffer-space to each output-port exclusively, reducing the total amount of 

memory space shared by all output-ports. For the throughput performance, the 

corresponding packet-loss ratio (PLR) is also measured under identical balanced bursty- 

traffic conditions. SMDA scheme with a = 0.1 present the lowest packet-loss compared 

to other a values. When a = 0.1, the total memory space (1,024 packets) is divided in the 

dedicated memory (96 packets) and the shared memory (928 packets); where the 

dedicated memory (96 packets) allocates 3 packet locations exclusively to each output- 

port. It is better in the SMDA scheme to have a small amount of buffer-space dedicated 

to output-ports under balanced bursty-traffic conditions.
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Fig. 2.13 Average throughput with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for SMDA based sharing scheme
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Fig. 2.14 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) with balanced bursty-traffic conditions 
for SMDA based sharing scheme
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2.7.3 Evaluation under Unbalanced Bursty-Traffic Conditions

A switch with NxN = 32x32 ports is used for the simulation study. Buffer capacity 

in the shared-memory is 1,024 packets. All ports have access to the common memory 

space which is organized into logical queues corresponding to the different output-ports. 

Each input line of the switch receives data-packets from a bursty source with an average 

burst length (ABL) = 16 packets. Incoming bursts of packets are unevenly distributed to 

the output-ports. For that reason, some ports have a greater chance to receive packets than 

others. This unbalanced bursty-traffic scenario produces two classes of output-ports: very 

active output-ports and lightly active output-ports. In this simulation study, the 

probability that a burst of packets is destined to a very active port is considered to be four 

times greater than that of a lightly active port. Also, in this simulation, we consider the 

number of very active output-ports to be equal to that of the lightly active output-ports.

Packets destined to very active output-ports might attempt to take over most of 

the buffer-space; affecting the access to the switch to others packets destined to less 

active output-ports. This agglomeration of packets in highly loaded output-ports causes 

packets to be dropped due to insufficient buffer-space to handle these hot spots. In effect, 

an unbalanced bursty-traffic degrades the performance of a switching system. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2.15, average throughput in a switch with unbalanced bursty-traffic is 

considerably lower compared to the throughput with balanced bursty-traffic under 

identical switch resources and the memory-sharing scheme used.
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Fig. 2.15 Average throughput in a switch with balanced 
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The memory-sharing scheme should avoid the starvation in buffer-space caused 

by some very active output-ports due to the unbalanced bursty-traffic. The overall 

utilization of the switching system could be maintained high, if packets destined for less 

active output-ports are permitted to gain a fair access to the buffer-space. Furthermore, 

performance of the lightly active output-ports compared to very active output-ports 

allows us to measure the effectiveness of the memory-sharing scheme under evaluation.

Throughput versus a constant is shown in Fig. 2.16 for all memory-sharing 

schemes at 90% load. A high load (90%) will intensify the differences among the various 

memory-sharing schemes. The interval of a constant extends in (0, 1) for all memory- 

sharing schemes except for the dynamic threshold scheme that could be any value greater 

than zero. Individual-static threshold and global-static threshold based sharing schemes 

have a high throughput at small a values. For the applied load of 90% with unbalanced
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bursty-traffic, both schemes namely the individual-static and global-static schemes

experience a rapid degradation in performance when the a  value is increased.

Memory Sharing Schemes

0.7
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Switch Size (NxN)= 32x32 ports 
Memory Capacity (B)= 1024 packets 
Average Burst Length (ABL)= 16 packets
Load = 90%

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
a

Fig. 2.16 Throughput vs. a constant, for different memory-sharing schemes at 90% load

SMDA and dynamic threshold based sharing schemes are very stable in variations 

of a constant. At high loads (90%) throughput increases slightly in SMDA scheme with 

greater a values, nevertheless this means that a large percentage of memory is dedicated 

to each output-port which reduces the advantages of the sharing effect. Dynamic 

threshold scheme shows the best performance, and stays stable with variations in a 

constant, but a value could be greater than one.

Fig. 2.17 shows the throughput versus a constant, for all memory-sharing 

schemes at 60% load. Decreasing the switch-load slow down the throughput variations 

with different a values compared to Fig. 2.16. Throughput performance for individual-
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static threshold and global-static threshold schemes for 60% of applied load (Fig. 2.17) 

suffer a notable variation within the range they perform well at load of 90% (Fig. 2.16). 

SMDA scheme for 60% of applied load (Fig. 2.17) presents a decrease in throughput as a  

is incremented. This is in contrast to the throughput value at higher load of 90% (Fig. 

2.16). It is apparent that SMDA scheme performs well under overload conditions. 

However, for smaller loads of 60%, the SMDA throughput somewhat decreases with 

increase in a value. This phenomenon occurs at low load because when a is incremented 

more memory space is reserved for each output-port (dedicated buffer), which decreases 

the advantage of memory sharing. Under this situation, there is a higher probability that 

some ports may have empty buffers while other ports may be discarding packets due to 

their buffers being full.

Dynamic threshold scheme performs similarly at high and low loads. It adapts to 

the changing traffic conditions, while there is a high occupancy of the memory space 

only packets from underrepresented output-ports are accepted to the remaining buffer- 

space. On the other hand when most of the buffer-space is idle queue lengths are allowed 

to expand and packets are accepted for very active output-ports
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Fig. 2.17 Throughput vs. a constant, for different memory-sharing schemes at 60% load

The remaining figures in this chapter presents packet lost ratio (PLR) for each 

memory-sharing scheme under evaluation. Because of the unbalanced distribution of 

traffic to the output-ports, the packet-loss ratio (PLR) is evaluated individually for each 

of the two different classes of the output ports. We should expect the very active output- 

ports to incur a higher packet-loss compared to lightly active output-ports. A good 

sharing policy should increase the utilization of the switching system by allowing the 

packets for less active output-ports to also have access to the shared memory resources 

for switching purposes.

We evaluate in Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19 the packet-loss ratio (PLR) using the 

individual-static threshold based sharing scheme under unbalanced bursty-traffic 

conditions. Individual-static threshold scheme with low values of a  constant (i.e. a = 0.1, 

0.2 and 0.3) causes the static threshold (ST) to be small. This in turn, limits to short
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lengths the output queues. As shown in Fig. 2.18, there is packet-loss at low loads 

(<50%) caused by buffer-space denied to some output-ports due to the restriction 

imposed by the static threshold (ST). While a small ST value maintain short lengths in 

output queues and it ensures a fair access to buffer-space for output-ports; it also causes a 

great amount of buffer-space to be maintained idle when only a few output-ports are 

actively receiving packets. Therefore, at low loads some active output-ports are dropping 

packets (as seen with a = 0.1 and 0.2) even when there is available buffer-space due to 

restriction imposed by ST value. Fig. 2.18 also indicates an extensive variation in packet- 

loss for the different values of a constant and the resulting ST value. It implies that the 

Individual-static threshold scheme is not robust for variation of a values and the 

imprecise setting of ST value can produce a poor performance of the switching system. 

Packet-loss ratio (PLR) is depicted in Fig. 2.19 with high values of a constant (i.e. a = 

0.6, 0.7 and 0.8). Individual-static threshold scheme with high values of a constant 

produces a large static threshold (ST) value. This allows output queues to expand to long 

lengths, not restricting their built in inside memory. As a value get closer to one, the 

Individual-static threshold scheme tends to complete share the buffer-space. 

Consequently, a large ST value permit packet destined for very active output-port to 

block packets destined for less active ports; and lightly active output-ports suffer the 

same packet-loss experienced by very active output-ports as shown in Fig. 2.19.
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Fig. 2.18 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for very active output-ports and lightly active output- 
ports in individual-static threshold based sharing scheme with a = 0.1,0.2, and 0.3
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Fig. 2.19 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for very active output-ports and lightly active output- 
ports in individual-static threshold based sharing scheme with a = 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8
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Packet-loss ratio (PLR) is evaluated in Fig. 2.20 and Fig. 2.21 for a shared- 

memory switch using the global-static threshold based sharing scheme under unbalanced 

bursty-traffic conditions. Unlike Individual-static threshold scheme (Fig. 2.18), global- 

static threshold scheme (Fig. 2.20) with low values of a constant (i.e. a = 0.1, 0.2 and 

0.3) does not suffer packet-loss at low loads (<50%). Global-static threshold scheme 

allows the share of the buffer-space before the global threshold (GT) value is reached. 

After the GT value is reached only packet for less active output-ports are permitted to 

access the remaining buffer-space. Global-static threshold scheme also presents a wide 

variation in Packet-loss for the different values of a constant; so we need to be careful in 

the setting of a constant in order to obtain the desired performance of the switching 

system. Packet-loss ratio (PLR) is presented in Fig. 2.20 with high values of a constant 

(i.e. a = 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8). Like individual-static threshold scheme (Fig. 2.18), global- 

static threshold scheme with high values of a constant (Fig. 2.20) allows complete 

sharing of the buffer-space. As a result lightly active output-ports would incur the same 

packet-loss as that of very active output-ports. A higher value of global threshold (GT) 

allows most of the buffer-space to be completely shared. This can cause the very active 

output ports to monopolize the common memory space, which in turn would prevent the 

underrepresented output-ports from accessing the common buffer-space.
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Fig. 2.20 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for very active output-ports and lightly active output- 
ports in global-static threshold based sharing scheme with a = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3
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Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 show packet-loss ratio (PLR) in a shared-memory switch 

using the dynamic threshold based sharing scheme under unbalanced bursty-traffic 

conditions. The value of a constant used in dynamic threshold scheme is a > 0, with a = 

0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0 and 9.0. The dynamic threshold scheme offers the best performance 

compared to the others memory-sharing schemes in this simulation study.

First, lightly active output-ports have the lowest packet-loss ratio (PLR) compared 

to other memory-sharing schemes. Dynamic threshold scheme provides packets destined 

for lightly active output-ports the best access to memory resources in the presence of 

congested output-ports. Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 show a difference of two orders of 

magnitude in the PLR between lightly active and very active output-ports. A fair 

memory-sharing scheme should ensure that an output-port drops packets (if necessary) 

proportional to the traffic present on it. The dynamic threshold scheme always allows the 

lightly active output-ports to access the memory space for switching purposes and hence 

the packet-loss incurred for this class of ports stays extremely low.

Second, the dynamic threshold scheme shows very stable PLR for different values 

of a constant. Different values of a constant do not produce drastically different switch 

performance. In Fig. 2.23, only a large value of a constant (i.e. a = 9.0) shows a slightly 

difference in PLR among lightly active output-ports.
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Fig. 2.23 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for very active output-ports and lightly active output- 
ports in dynamic threshold based sharing scheme with a =3.0, 5.0, and 9.0
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Fig. 2.24 and Fig. 2.25 depict the packet-loss ratio (PLR) incurred by a shared- 

memory switch using the SMDA based memory sharing scheme under unbalanced 

bursty-traffic conditions. In the SMDA scheme each class of output-ports have similar 

packet-loss ratio (PLR) among them for the various values of a constant. In SMDA 

scheme as the value of a constant is incremented, more buffer-space is reserved 

exclusively for each output-port. Results in Fig. 2.24 and Fig. 2.25 show that the PLR 

value for lightly active output ports are slightly decreased at higher loads (>60%) for 

greater values of a constant. This decrease in PLR is due to the fact that at high loads (> 

60%), it is better for output-ports have more dedicated buffer-space. This will help 

prevent starvation for lightly active output ports even if the majority of the shared buffer- 

space is occupied by some very active output-ports. On the contrary if we dedicate too 

much buffer-space exclusively to each output-port (with high a values) then the 

performance-enhancing effect of sharing will be diminished and higher PLR can be 

experienced at lower loads. Under this situation, the active output-ports drop packets due 

to the lack of buffer-space while other output-ports may have idle buffer-space. This 

waste in buffer-space causes packet-loss at lower loads (e.g. 30% load) as shown in Fig. 

2.25.
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Fig. 2.24 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for very active output-ports and lightly active output- 
ports in SMDA based sharing scheme with a = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3
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Fig. 2.25 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) for very active output-ports and lightly active output- 
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CHAPTER 3

SWITCHING ARCHITECTURES DEPLOYING 

SHARED PARALLEL MEMORY-MODULES

3.1 Introduction

Internet router architecture deploying multiple memory-modules and shared- 

memory scheme can enhance the throughput and packet-loss performance of the 

switching system significantly [38] [39] [40] [41 ] [42] [43]. The two well-known 

architectures that fall in this category are the shared-multibuffer (SMB) switch 

architecture [39] invented by Yamanaka et al and the sliding-window (SW) switch 

architecture [42] invented by Dr. Kumar. Fig. 2.26 shows that these two shared parallel- 

memories architectures are a subset of the shared-memory switches. They both are 

characterized by deployment of parallel memory-modules where the memory-modules 

are physically separate, nevertheless shared by all the input and output-ports of the 

switch. These architectures use the space-time-space (STS) model where the multiplexing 

and demultiplexing stages in the traditional shared-memory switches are replaced with 

crosspoint space switches. These features make these two architectures overcome the

46
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memory-speed bottleneck created in traditional shared-memory switches due to high 

memory-bandwidth requirements of the broadband lines.

Input Buffered Switch

Output Buffered Switch

Shared-Memory Switch

Single Memory r

Sliding-Window (SW) Switch

Shared Parallel Memories j

Shared-Multibuffer (SMB) Switch

Fig. 3.1 Classification of switching architectures according to buffer strategy

One of the main differences between these two architectures is that SMB-switch 

architecture in [39] has centralized control whereas the SW-switch architecture has 

decentralized control [42], Furthermore, the switching operation of SW-switch 

architecture is partitioned in multiple pipelined stages. As a result of its decentralized 

control and pipeline operation, the SW-switch architecture can be scaled to much higher 

capacity compared to that of SMB-switch architecture. Another difference between these 

two architectures is the switching scheme deployed by these switching systems. Both 

switching systems write multiple packets arriving in a given input cycle to the parallel 

memory-modules. Similarly, they both read multiple packets in a given output cycle out 

of the memory-modules for different output lines. Ideally, both the switching systems 

should be able to maximize parallel write and read of packets to the parallel memory- 

modules, so that all the packets input/output in a given cycle require only one write/read
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memory-cycle. If data packets switched in a given cycle are written and read in parallel to 

and from different memory-modules respectively then the required memory-speed is 

equal to the line-speed. However, the lack of 100% parallel operations for memory- 

modules for data packets in every cycle, can increase the number of memory-cycles 

needed to write/read packets to/from the parallel memory-modules. Therefore, at times, 

multiple packets input in a given switch-cycle will need to be written/read to/from the 

same memory-modules and hence require speeding up of the memory-modules compared 

to input line-speed. This will, in turn, increase speed of memories modules to solve 

memory-contention when multiple packets are needed to be written/read to/from a 

memory-module in one cycle.

This chapter compares these two classes [39][42] of router/switch architectures, 

and performance of their assignment schemes to distribute packets to the memory- 

modules. Simulation results are used to evaluate throughput performance and memory- 

bandwidth requirement of these two switching systems.

3.2 Shared-Multibuffer (SMB) Switch Architecture

The Shared-Multibuffer (SMB) switch architecture [39] is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. 

Multiple memory-modules are shared among all the input/output-ports through cross- 

point switches. The stored packets are read out and transferred to destination ports by an 

output-side cross-point switch. The control block for the switching system is centralized 

and maintains a buffer address queue for each output-port and an idle-addresses pool to 

store the vacant addresses.
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Fig. 3.2 Shared-Multibuffer (SMB) switch architecture [39]

For complete sharing of memory-modules, the buffer address-queue for each 

output-port needs to be as large as the total memory space. The centralized controller is 

responsible for coordinating all the switching functions for the SMB-switching system, 

which in turn limits the scalability of this architecture.
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3.2.1 Admittance Policy for the SMB-Switch Architecture

Fig. 3.3 shows the admittance policy for the SMB-switch architecture, that is the 

necessary steps in the switching system in order to accept incoming packets. Arriving 

packets within a switch-cycle are represented by set X  in step 200. A packet is removed 

from non-empty set X  and determined output-port d and queue length Qd. (steps 202 and 

204). It is checked for available space in the memory-modules, in step 206 summation of 

all queue lengths should be less than memory capacity m-o, where we assume, m = 

number of memory-modules and a  = packet locations in each memory-module. 

Furthermore, in order to share the common memory space among input and output-ports, 

the dynamic queue length threshold [30] is used to regulate the sharing of memory space 

between output-ports in step 208 (dynamic threshold scheme was described in detail in 

chapter 2). Queue length for output d  should be less than dynamic-threshold (DT) value 

to admit packet. Both conditions in steps 206 and 208 should be met in order to accept an 

incoming packet into the SMB architecture (step 210); otherwise packet is denied access 

to the SMB architecture and dropped (step 212). This process is repeated for all packets 

in set X.
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Fig. 3.3 Admittance policy for the SMB-switch architecture

3.2.2 Assignment of Memory-Module for the SMB-Switch Architecture

Once a packet is accepted into the SMB architecture, we need to assign a 

memory-module to store the incoming packet. In SMB architecture [39], an incoming 

packet is assigned to the least occupied memory-module. In other words, the less 

occupied memory-module is given higher priority for an incoming packet to be written 

to. Operation of SMB architecture to assign a memory-module can be depicted by flow 

chart and packet-counter array PC[i] in Fig. 3.4. PC[i] is used as a counter to represent 

the occupancy of ith memory-module deployed in the switching system; PLmin holds the 

shortest value found in the search through PC array, i.e. PLmin represents the shortest
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length of packets available in the memory-modules; i represents the memory-module 

having the lowest occupancy, and the one that is selected to store an incoming packet. 

Also y is a temporary variable used in the calculation. First, in step 300 variables y and 

PLmin are initialized with values from slot 1 in the PC array, i.e. PC[1]. Then a search is 

done through the packet-counter array P€[i] to find the least occupied memory-module 

(steps 302, 306 and 308). Every time, we find a PC slot with a shortest value than the 

current value of PLmin, it is assigned to PLmin and i -  y  in step 308. The search is done 

through the entire packet-counter array PC[i]; variables i, and PLmin are updated as 

necessary through this search, once y variable reaches m value (number of memory- 

modules) in steps 304 or 310, the search had been completed through the entire PC array 

and we have the memory-module (= variable i) to store the incoming packet in the 

switching system. For the example of Fig. 3.3 the search in PC array is done from i = 1 to 

i = m. The shortest value found is assigned to PLmin = 5 in slot i = 4, and it becomes the 

memory-module = i = 4 to store the incoming packet.
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Fig. 3.4 Assignment of memory-module (i) to store packet

In the SMB architecture [39], it usually happens that two or more packets 

scheduled to go out in the same switch-cycle, get assigned to the same memory-module. 

For such a memory contention during the READ stage, the switching system requires 

speedup of memory-modules to resolve memory-conflicts. This requires the memory- 

bandwidth to be increased to be able to output multiple packets from the same memory- 

module in the same output cycle. We should notice that in SMB architecture, packets 

could be assigned to different memory-modules, and the WRITE stage can operate at the
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input line-speed. Therefore, the increase in memory-bandwidth is only required in the 

READ stage for this architecture.

3.3 Sliding-Window (SW) Switch Architecture

The class of sliding-window switch architecture [42] is characterized by 

deployment of parallel memory-modules and decentralized control. The overall switching 

function of the SW-switch architecture is partitioned into various stages such that all 

stages can perform the needed switching functions independently based only on the 

information available locally and in a self-routing tag (i, j, k) attached to packets. These 

independent stages of the switch can operate in a pipeline fashion to achieve overall 

switching operation. The switching operation is decentralized in the sense that there is no 

central controller directly connected to various components of the switching system and 

controlling/managing various operations of the switching system.

The SW based switching system consists of the following independent stages, 

namely, the self-routing parameter assignment circuit, the input-interconnection network, 

parallel WRITE stage, parallel READ stage and output-interconnection network. The 

input lines of the switch are denoted by l i ,  I2, ..., In and the output lines are denoted by 

2i, 2%, ..., 2n- Input lines carry the incoming data packets and the output lines carry the 

outgoing data packets after being switched to their output destination by the SW- 

switching system of Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5 Sliding-Window (SW) switch architecture [42]

The incoming packets are processed by header processing circuits for extraction 

of the output-port destination address denoted by d. The destination address of incoming 

packets is forwarded to a self-routing parameter assignment circuit 14. The self-routing 

parameter assignment circuit 14 uses the output destination information and a parameter 

assignment method to produce an additional set of self-routing parameters (i, j, k) for 

incoming data packets. The self-routing parameters (i, j, k) are then attached as a self

routing tag to the incoming data packets. Thereafter, incoming packets use the attached 

self-routing tag (/, j, k) to propagate independently through various stages of the SW 

switching system of Fig. 3.5. Functions of these parameters are described below: 

i —> this parameter designates the memory-module that the packet will be stored in
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j  —> this parameter designates the memory-iocation in the ith memory-module in which 

the packet will be stored

k  —» this is an additional parameter for scan-plane which helps decide when a given 

packet is to be read out of the memory for its output from the switch

The input interconnection network 2tt in Fig. 3.5 uses the parameter i of the 

routing tag of an incoming packet to route the packet on a given input line to its ith output 

line which in turn is connected to the respective 1th memory-module. Input modules 30i, 

30a, ..., 30m are used corresponding to each one of the memory-modules 40i, 4O2, ..., 

40m. The input modules 30*, 3O2, ..., 30m can be used for multiple purposes such as serial 

to parallel conversion, packet processing to provide the parameters j  and k information 

from the packet’s self-routing tag to memory controllers 50i, 502, ..., 50m, etc. The 

memory controllers 50i, 502, ..., 50m use the parameter j  to write the received packet in 

the f 1 memory location of the corresponding memory-modules 40i, 4O2, ..., 40m.

Corresponding to each memory controller 50i, 5O2, ..., 50m in Fig. 3.5 there is one 

output scan array (OSA) each with a slots. The jth slot of the OSA holds the scan value of 

a received packet stored in the corresponding jth location of its memory-module. OSA of 

each memory controller is updated at the time of write and read of data packets to and 

from the respective locations in the memory-modules. During the packet WRITE cycle of 

an incoming packet to j th memory location in a given ith memory-module, the associated 

scan-plane value (k) of the received packet is stored in the corresponding j*  slot in the 

OSA of the corresponding memory controller. During the READ cycle of a packet from 

the jth location of a memory-module, the corresponding j* slot in the OSA is set to zero to 

indicate empty memory location in the corresponding memory-module. During the
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packet READ cycle, the data packets are output from parallel and independent memory- 

modules 40i, 402, 40m and are finally routed to respective output destinations 2\, 2%,

2n by the output interconnection network 60. The output interconnection network 60 

makes use of the output-port destination information d  stored in a packet’s header to 

route each packet to a final output destination 2 i, 2a, ..., 2n

3.3.1 Admission Control in SW-Switch Architecture

The preliminary steps to admit packets into the SW-switch architecture are shown 

in Fig. 3.6. Arriving packets within a switch-cycle are represented by set X  in step 500. A 

packet is removed from non-empty set X  and determined output-port d  and queue length 

Qd (steps 502 and 504). If queue length for output d (Qd) is less than p a  and DT values 

(steps 506 and 508), then packet is received; otherwise packet is dropped in step 512. The 

maximum queue length for an output-port is specified by p  a, where p  is the number of 

scan-planes and a the number of packet locations in each memory-module. This p  a limit 

forces a specific sharing scheme in the switching system. In addition, dynamic queue 

length threshold [30] is used to regulate the sharing of memory space between output- 

ports (dynamic threshold scheme was described in detail in chapter 2). Steps in Fig. 3.6 

are repeated for all input packets in non-empty set X.
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Fig. 3.6 Preliminary steps to admit packets into the SW-switch architecture

In the SW-switch architecture [42], first (j, k) parameters are computed. Then i 

parameter is computed based on the values of (j, k) parameters. There are different 

methods to assign a memory-module (i parameter) to store an incoming packet that has a 

direct impact on the performance of the SW-switch architecture. These methods involve a 

search in the output scan vector (OSV). Total memory can be seen as composed of a 

OSV arrays. Each OSV consists of m slots, which correspond to the m memory-modules 

in the switching system. A search should be done for every input packet in the 

corresponding OSV to compute i parameter and store the incoming packet in the i 

memory-module. Two different methods are presented for the assignment of i parameter, 

as presented in [44] [45] [46] namely assignment scheme-1 and assignment scheme-2.
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3.3.2 Assignment Scheme-1 for i-Parameter

In this scheme, the fust available slot found in the corresponding j*  OSV is 

assigned as the i parameter (Fig. 3.7). According to this scheme, the packets belonging to 

the same input cycle are assigned values of i in an increasing order. If none of the greater 

values of i are available, then only the smaller values are chosen in a mod fashion (step 

602). Packet could be dropped in step 608, if not available slot was found in the entire 

OSV, that is when temporary variable y  reaches m value (entire number of memory- 

modules) in step 604. For the example in Fig. 3.7, slots in j th OSV that have a value of 

zero indicate available memory locations. The search start at i = 2 and continues until 

available slot i = 4 is found, which becomes the i parameter assigned in self-routing tag to 

incoming packet.

600 i = parameter assigned to 
the last packet accepted 

y = 0
i= l

602
i= 2i = (i mod m) + 1

y = y + 1 Search

i=3
604

First
availabli
Slot in 
OSVj

Yes i=4

608No

i=mDrop packet

\  Yes 

i parameter

Fig. 3.7 Assignment scheme-1 in SW-switch architecture
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Some packets in the same cycle could obtain similar values for i parameter 

because the search is done at different OSYs. Available slots in OSV arrays might have 

the same positions. Therefore in assignment scheme-1 at times, there might be multiple 

packets that need to be written to the same memory-module in the same switch-cycle. 

Because of the need to write multiple packets to a memory-module in the same input 

cycle, it becomes necessary to speedup the memory-modules (hence increasing the 

memory-bandwidth of the switching system) in the WRITE stage to be able to write 

multiple packets to the same memory-module.

3.3.3 Assignment Scheme -2  for i-Parameter

For this scheme, similarly to assignment scheme-1, packets belonging to the same 

input cycle are assigned values of i in an increasing order; and the corresponding j* OSV 

is searched to find an available slot (Fig. 3.8). However, an additional array called temp 

array is used to keep track if that slot was employed previously by another packet in the 

same switch-cycle. If slots are available in both, the OSV being searched and temp, (i.e., 

conditions in 706 and 708 are satisfied) then that slot number is assigned as the i 

parameter. Packets could be dropped in step 710, if the search is completed in OSV and 

temp-, and conditions in steps 706 or 708 are not fulfilled simultaneously. Fig. 3.8 shows 

an example where a search is done through j th OSV and temp array. The search for 

available slots (where slots have a zero value) start at i = 1 and continue to i = 4 where 

both slots are available in j*  OSV and temp array. Thus i -  4 is assigned as the 

corresponding i parameter in self-routing tag for incoming packet.
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Fig. 3.8 Assignment scheme-2 in SW-switch architecture

Additional temp array ensures packets obtain different values of i parameter in a 

given switch-cycle. As a result, assignment scheme-2 is able to guarantee that only one 

packet is stored to a memory-module during a switch-cycle. Incoming packets are written 

in different memory-modules and the WRITE stage is able to complete 100% parallel 

operation each cycle. Thus the required memory-speed is equal to the line-speed for this 

scheme.
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3.4 Simulation Results

The measures of interest considered in the simulation studies are the average-case 

memory-bandwidth requirement, worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement, average 

throughput, and packet-loss ratio against offered load. The bursty data-traffic [7] [42] 

generated for the simulation has an average burst length (ABL) = 8 packets and the 

incoming bursts of packets are uniformly distributed to all the ports. For these simulation 

experiments, we consider that architectures use the dynamic queue length threshold [30] 

with a = 1 to fairly regulate the sharing of the buffer-space among competing ports. 

Initial simulation experiments measure performance of three different configurations for 

buffer accommodation in a sliding-window switch. All these configurations maintain the 

same total memory deployed in the switch = 2,048 fixed-size packets, however their m 

and a values are varied to measure their impact on the switch performance.

The number of memory-modules used for three configuration are m = 32, 64 and 

128. Also the corresponding number of packet locations {a) in a memory-module vary 

from a -  64, 32, and 16. First, configuration-1 has m = 32 and a = 64. Even though, this 

configuration is not suggested for the sliding-window switch [42] due to the insufficient 

memory-modules for parallel memory-operations. SW architecture recommends use of at 

least m = 2-N in [42], where N  is the switch size. Configuration-2 partitions the total 

memory space as m = 64 and a = 32. In this configuration, we intend to see the effect of 

increasing the memory-modules and yet keeping total memory size constant. 

Configuration-3 partitions the total memory space as m = 128 and a -  16. In this 

configuration also, we intend to see the effect of increasing the memory-modules while 

keeping the total memory-storage constant for the switch. By performing simulations
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under a bursty-traffic, we are interested to measure and compare how these three 

configurations for the deployed memory space of a fixed size in the switch might have 

varying impact on memory-bandwidth requirement, throughput performance and packet-

loss ratio (PLR)

Average memory-bandwidth requirement of the switching system measures the 

number of memory-cycles required on average to store incoming packets or read 

outgoing packets in one switch-cycle. If all packets in a given switch-cycle are written or 

read to/from different memory-modules successfully then the memory-bandwidth 

requirement will be one. However, the lack of parallelization of memory-write or 

memory-read operations requires the architecture to increase the memory-bandwidth of 

the memory-modules to be able to write or read several packets in one switch-cycle. 

Furthermore, the worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement measures the number of 

memory-cycles required by packets to be written or read into/from memory-modules 

when the switching system is operating at full load (100%).

3.4.1 SW-Switch Architecture with Assignment Scheme-1

First, we evaluate the average memory-bandwidth requirement for the sliding- 

window (SW) switch architecture using assignment scheme-1 to store incoming packets 

(Fig. 3.9) into memory-modules. We should keep in mind that the average memory- 

bandwidth requirement is measured at the WRITE stage, where contention occurs within 

SW architecture. The switch under evaluation is a NxN = 32x32 ports with a total 

memory of 2048 packets. There are three configurations mentioned above for the buffer 

accommodation; i.e. m = 32 with a  = 64, m -  64 with a  = 32, and m = 128 with a =16.
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Fig. 3.9 shows that configuration-1, i.e. m = 32 with <r = 64, needs the highest 

average memory-bandwidth requirement due to insufficient number of memory-modules 

for parallel write operations. The m = 2N (Configuration-2) provides the least average 

memory-bandwidth requirement in the switching system. Furthermore, SW architecture 

requires at least m = 2N memory-modules (as mentioned in [42]) for an optimal 

performance of the switching system. Increasing the number of memory-modules, m > 

2N  (configuration-3) causes a small increment in the average memory-bandwidth 

requirement for higher loads (> 80%) compared to configuration-2. This increment is 

produced by additional memory-write operations due to a higher throughput in the 

switching system as shown in Fig. 3.10

Average Memory-Bandwidth

Configuration-1 
Configuration-2 

e -  Configuration-3

Total memory = 2048 packets 
NxN = 32 ABL = 8 «  = 1 
Configuration-1 m = 32 o = 64 
Configuration-2 m = 64 o  = 32 
Configuration-3 m = 128 o  = 16

5  1.2

0.8 0.9 10.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Effective Load

Fig. 3.9 Average memory-bandwidth for SW architecture using assignment scheme-1 
to write data-packets into memory-modules

In assignment scheme-1 the incoming packets requires one or more memory- 

cycles to be written to the memory-modules. Several write operations are performed
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within each switch-cycle to solve contention when two or more packets are sent to the 

same memory-module. The worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement is illustrated in 

Table 3.1. That is the number of memory-cycles required by the packets to be written into 

memory-modules when the switching system is operating at the full load (100%). In 

Table 3.1, the percentage of packets are shown along with the required number of 

memory-cycles that it took to store them in the memory-modules of the switch operating 

at 100% load.

Load = 100%

Configuration-1
Configuration-2
Configuration-3

50.43124%

t  cycles 3 cycles l !  4 cycles 1 S cycles |
41.36466% 7.76236% 0.43021% I 0.01153%

88.91764% 11.06017% 0.02215% 0.00003% 0%
87.72566% 11.96270% || 0.30964% 0.00200% 0%

Table 3.1 Worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement for packets to be written into 
memory-modules at 100% load in SW-switch architecture

Packets in configuration-1 require the greatest number of memory-cycles to be 

stored (5 cycles). It is obvious from Table 3.1 that more than 99% of the packets require 

no more than 3 memory-cycles in configuration-1. Increasing the number of memory- 

modules (configuration-2 and configuration-3) decreases the requirement (for 99% of the 

packets) to a maximum of 2 memory-cycles. Incrementing the number of memory- 

modules makes it easier to find available slots in the corresponding OSV arrays to 

designed different memory-modules to store incoming packets.

Fig. 3.10 shows the throughput performance for the SW-switch architecture with 

assignment scheme-1 for above-mentioned three configurations. This experiment shows 

that the throughput is very similar for all these configurations. Though as the number of
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memory-modules are greater, throughput has a marginal increase, i.e., configuration-3 (m 

= 128, a -  16) shows the higher throughput.

Average Throughput

Fig. 3.10 Average throughput for SW architecture using assignment scheme-1 
to write data-packets into memory-modules

For the throughput performance given for different configurations (Fig. 3.10), we 

also measure the corresponding packet-loss ratio (PLR) under identical traffic conditions. 

Fig. 3.11 shows that the packet-loss ratio (PLR) is significantly different for the various 

configurations considered in this experiment. The PLR decreases significantly as the 

number of memory-modules are increased for the same fixed total memory size deployed 

in the switching system. In order to realize smaller Packet-loss, it is preferred to have 

larger numbers of memory-modules (to) with smaller number of memory locations id) 

(configuration-3) as compared to having smaller number of memory-modules (to) with 

larger number of memory locations (<r) (configuration-1).

Total memory = 2048 packets 
NxN = 32 ABL = 8 a  = 1 
Configuration-1 m = 32 a  = 64
Configuration-2 m = 64 a  =32
Configuration-3 m = 128 cr = 16

Configuration-1
Configuration-2
Configuration-3

°'i.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Effective Load
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Fig. 3.11 PLR for SW architecture using assignment scheme-1 
to write data-packets into memory-modules

3.4.2 SW-Switch Architecture with Assignment Scheme-2

Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13 show the throughput performance and packet-loss 

respectively for the SW-switch architecture using assignment scheme-2 for the 

designation of memory-modules to store incoming packets. Also three configurations are 

evaluated for the buffer accommodation, i.e. m = 32 with a  = 64; m = 64 with a = 32; and 

m = 128 with a -  16. Average throughput (Fig. 3.12) increases with greater number of 

memory-modules. Comfiguration-3 presents the highest throughput for the same fixed 

total memory-size (2,048 packets). We also measure the corresponding packet-loss ratio 

under identical traffic conditions using assignment scheme-2. Fig. 3.13 also shows that 

the packet-loss ratio (PLR) decreases significantly as the number of memory-modules 

deployed in the switch are increased while keeping the total memory-size fixed in the 

switching system.
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Fig. 3.12 Average throughput for SW architecture using assignment scheme-2 
to write data-packets into memory-modules
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Fig. 3.13 PLR for SW architecture using assignment scheme-2 
to write data-packets into memory-modules
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Average memory-bandwidth requirement for the SW-switch architecture using 

assignment scheme-2 is one for the three memory configurations. This is because of the 

fact that at all times; packets accepted into SW-switch architecture are successfully 

placed in different memory-modules of the switching system. Therefore, assignment 

scheme-2 in the SW architecture provides the ideal memory-bandwidth requirement in 

which memory-speed is equal to the line-speed for the switching system.

Assignment scheme-2 requires a search in two arrays to find unique available slots 

that has not been assigned earlier to packets of the same switch-cycle. Thus, assignment 

scheme-2 might seem more complex than assignment schemel that only requires a search 

in one array to assign a memory-module. The implementation details of these two 

algorithms can be seen in [46]. As seen by results in Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.12, and 

Fig. 3.13, there is no significant difference in throughput performance and packet-loss 

between assignment scheme-1 and assignment scheme-2. However, unlike assignment 

scheme-1, the assignment scheme-2 provides a very good performance with the 

advantage of reduced memory-bandwidth requirement that could enable us to build very 

large-size switches.

3.4.3 Performance Comparison of SMB-Switch Architecture and SW-Switch 

Architecture

In this simulation experiment, the performance of SMB-switch architecture and 

SW-switch architecture are compared. A switch with NxN = 32x32 ports and total 

memory equal to 2,048 packets is used for evaluation. For the buffer configuration, the
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configuration-2 is considered, i.e., m = 64, a = 32, where m is the number of memory- 

modules and a  is the number of packet locations in each memory-module.

Fig. 3.14 shows the average memory-bandwidth requirement for SMB 

architecture and SW architecture. Memory-bandwidth for SMB architecture is evaluated 

at the READ stage in the memory-modules. In SMB architecture, two or more packet 

could need to be read out from the same memory-module during a given switch-cycle. 

Thus, memory-contention occurs during read operations, contrary to memory-contention 

in SW architecture that occurs during write operations.

Average Memory-Bandwidth

1.35

1.25

< 1 .0 5

0.9!
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Shared Multibuffer (SMB)
SW with Assignment Scheme-1 
SW with Assignment Scheme-2

ABL = 8 packets

Switch Size NxN = 32x32 
Total Memory = 2048 packets

Yamanaka et al- 
SMB switch

Dr. Kumar’s 
SW switch

Effective Load

Fig. 3.14 Average memory-bandwidth evaluations of SMB and SW architectures 
at the READ and WRITE stages respectively

As shown, in the simulation results in Fig. 3.14, the average memory-bandwidth 

requirement for Yamanaka’s SMB switch is much higher compared to that of Dr. 

Kumar’s SW switch for a given bursty-traffic. High memory-bandwidth causes the 

memory access requirements become more stringent, which in turn limits the scalability
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of the SMB-switching system. Memory-bandwidth requirement in SW architecture with 

assignment scheme-1 increases only at higher loads (> 80%). However, the memory- 

bandwidth requirements for SMB architecture starts increasing at low loads (>30%) in 

Fig. 3.14.

The worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement for SMB architecture and SW 

architecture is presented in Table 3.2 for 100% load. SMB architecture requires up to 

seven memory-cycles to read all packets from the memory-modules. The maximum 

number of memory-cycles required in SW architecture with assignment scheme-1 (to 

store packets) is four (Table 3.2). Although more than 99% of packets requires at most 

two memory-cycles to be written in memory-modules for SW architecture.

Load = 100%------- ----------
i  cycle 2 cyctee 3 cyciee ̂ 4 cycles 5 eycfes T ® cycles 7 cyctes

Shared Multibuffer 63.65900% 29.16323% 6.25252% 0.84300% 0.07670% 1  0.00543% 0.00012% .
SW with Scheme-1 88.91764% 11.06017% 0.02215% 0.00003% 0% I 0% 0%
SW with Scheme-2 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% || 0% 0%

Table 3.2 Worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement for packets to be written or read 
into/from memory-modules at 100% load for SMB and SW architectures

SW architecture with assignment scheme-2 presents a constant value of one in 

Fig. 3.14 and 100% packets requires only one memory-cycle (Table 3.2) to be written in 

memory-modules. It means the assignment scheme-2 achieves 100% parallel write and 

read operations for memory-modules of the SW-switching system. Assignment scheme-2 

drops packets when available slots in the same position are not found in both OSV and 

temp array (other reasons of packets-loss were explained in section 3.3.1). At times, an 

available slot is found in the corresponding OSV, but that slot was used previously during 

the current switch-cycle (slot in temp array is different from zero). If no similar slots are 

available in both OSV and temp array during the search, packet is dropped (lack of
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availability of slots usually happens at higher loads) and the throughput of the SW-switch 

architecture could be decreased. Though, SW-switch architecture with assignment 

scheme-2 performs very well and its throughput performance is similar or better than 

other schemes as shown by Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16

Fig. 3.15 shows average throughput for SMB architecture and SW architecture 

with unlimited memory-bandwidth resources for the switching system, even though this 

is not a realistic situation. Under these unrealistic conditions, SMB architecture presents 

higher throughput for higher loads (> 80%) compared to SW architecture. This higher 

throughput is explained due to the fact SMB architecture is less restrictive to assign a 

memory-module to receive a packet; and the least occupied memory-module is chosen to 

store an incoming packet. While in SW architecture, total memory is divided in a OSV 

arrays; and a packet looks for space only in the corresponding OSV.

Average Throughput

0.9 Switch Size NxN = 32x32 
Total Memory = 2048 packets

0.8

= 0.7 ABL = 8 packets

0 O.6

O)0'52
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-  SW with Assignment Scheme-1 (max. MB = 4)
-  SW with Assignment Scheme-2 (max. MB = 1)0.2

0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6
Effective Load

0.7 0.8 0.90.4

Fig. 3.15 Average throughput for SMB and SW architectures with unlimited 
memory-bandwidth requirement (maximum memory-bandwidth = 7)
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High memory-bandwidth requirements, in a switch with parallel memory- 

modules, could become a bottleneck in design of high capacity routers and switches. An 

unlimited memory-bandwidth condition is not practical and scalability of the switch can 

become limited due to the finite memory-bandwidth of the system. Memory-bandwidth is 

generally finite and it imposes a physical restriction on the number of write/read 

operations that can be performed in a given switching system. Since it is not practical to 

build a memory-based system with no restrictions on the memory-bandwidth, we perform 

another experiment to evaluate both SMB and SW switch architecture of same size and 

traffic, under conditions of finite memory-bandwidth (MB = 1). That is the memory- 

speed is same as the line-speed of the switch.

When the memory-bandwidth requirement is limited to one, i.e. the memory- 

speed is same as the line-speed, then the throughput decreases drastically in Yamanaka’s 

SMB switch compared to that of Dr. Kumar’s SW switch of same switch size and 

memory space (Fig. 3.16). Packets are dropped when multiple packets try to access or 

depart from the same memory-module during a given switch-cycle, only one packet 

could be written and one packet could be read out from each memory-module during a 

switch-cycle (other reasons of packets-loss were explained in sections 3.2.1 and 3.3.1).

Performance evaluation shows that Dr. Kumar’s SW switch with assignment 

scheme-1 experiences a slight decrease on its average throughput at higher loads (> 80%) 

as a result of packets dropped due to contention in memory resources. A superior 

performance is demonstrated for Dr. Kumar’s SW switch with assignment scheme-2. For 

the throughput performance given in Fig. 3.16, we also measure the corresponding 

packet-loss ratio (PLR) under identical traffic conditions. Fig. 3.17 shows that there is
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significant difference in packet-loss ratio (PLR) between SMB architecture and SW 

architecture. Yamanaka’s SMB switch has a very poor performance discarding packets at 

low loads (>30%) due to the limitation in memory-bandwidth (MB = 1)

Average Throughput
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Fig. 3.16 Average throughput for SMB and SW architectures with 
memory-speed equal to the line-speed (memory-bandwidth = 1)
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Fig. 3.17 Packet-loss ratio for SMB and SW architectures with 
memory-speed equal to the line-speed (memory-bandwidth = 1)
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CHAPTER 4

PRIORITY SWITCHING FOR ARCHITECTURE WITH 

MULTIPLE SHARABLE MEMORY-MODULES

4.1 Introduction

Meeting quality-of-service (QoS) requirements for emerging real-time 

applications on the Internet imposes new challenges. These applications include real-time 

audio, video, and mission-critical financial and security data. Such real-time applications 

require bounded end-to-end delay, bounded packet-loss rates, and guaranteed bandwidth 

from the network. To address these issues, there are several approaches within the 

network to establish means to provide QoS to the various traffic classes. Resource 

reservation [47] [48] is a useful method to allocate network resources along the data paths 

before performing the data transmission; admission control [49] [50] can regulate the 

setup of new connections in order to make sure network spare capacity is always 

guaranteed for current and new users; differentiated services [51][52] is aimed at 

supporting service differentiation for aggregated traffic.
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Priority switching in Internet routers and switches can provide differentiated 

service at the switch level to individual traffic classes. There are of two different types: 

time (or delay) priority and space (or loss) priority. Time priorities provide preferential 

service to the high priority class in order to control its end-to-end delay and jitter. Shared 

multibuffer architecture (SMB) is extended in [38] to support time priority by adding 

priority bits on its searchable address queue. Variations on iSLIP scheduling algorithm in 

[53] for input-queued switches are presented to support time priority at multiple priority 

levels. Also, a TF (threshold with feedback) scheduling algorithm is proposed in [54] 

with two priority levels. On the other hand, space priorities tend to provide preferential 

access to the memory space and minimize the packet loss in the high priority class. 

Pushout scheme [55][56] and dynamic queue length threshold [57] employ space priority 

for buffer management in a shared-memory switch with multiple priority classes.

SW-switch architecture employs feasible-size memory-modules in parallel that 

can achieve the necessary memory-bandwidth required in modem routers and switches 

[42] and overcome the memory speed bottleneck of traditional shared-memory switches. 

This chapter provides a mechanism for priority switching in the SW-switch architecture 

for two priority classes. Traffic contains packets with two priority levels, i.e., high 

priority packets and low priority packets. SW-switch architecture with priority offers to 

the high priority class a privileged allocation of memory resources (space priority) and 

their packets are processed and serviced earlier (time priority) than packets for the low 

priority class.
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4.2 Sliding-Wiiidow

Global memory in SW-switch architecture [42] can be seen logically as an m x a 

array (Fig. 4.1) where m is the total number of memory-modules and a the number of 

memory locations in each module. Rows represent the memory-module (i parameter) and 

columns memory locations (j parameter). The vector formed by one column is called the 

output scan vector (OSV). Thus, j  OS V denotes the vector assembled by j  location in all 

m memory-modules. Incoming packets belonging to the same output queue are placed in 

consecutive OSV’s. When a packet is placed on the last OSV (j -  a) the next packet 

belonging to the same output queue is stored on the first OSV (j = 1) in a circular fashion. 

Every recirculation of OSV’s in global memory is designated by a different scan-plane (k 

parameter).

Memory Locations 

j=1 j=2 j=3 j=4 j=5 .... j=o

i=1

i=2

Memory j_g  
Modules

U  ;
OS\fi

Sliding 
4 Window

Fig. 4.1 Global memory in SW-switch architecture [42]
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The sliding-window (SW) depicted in Fig. 4.1 scans global memory to determine 

outgoing packets that needs to be read out of memory. This sliding-window (SW) 

advances every switch cycle to traverse all memory locations in memory-modules and 

OSV in a circular manner. Also, departing packets are determined by the various scan- 

planes. The packets that correspond to the OSV on the current scan-plane (k parameter) 

are serviced. The sliding-window (SW) is specified by variable SW.j and SW.k for the 

corresponding OSV and scan-plane respectively. In this case variables SW.j and SW.k 

together represent a pointer to the current position of the sliding-window (SW) in the 

global memory-space Fig. 4.2 shows a flow diagram that computes the increment of 

variables SW.j and SW.k every switch cycle. Several functions in the SW-switch 

architecture with priority utilize the same operation for the increment of two variables. 

For that reason, we use ++mod (SW.j) and ++mod (SW.k) to denote the increment 

operation of SW.j and SW.k in the following sections. In Fig. 4.2, at step 200 SW.j 

variable is incremented by one every cycle; when SW.j -  a, the next increment will 

change SW.j = 1 (hence SW.j values range from 1 to a  and then again starts from 1 in a 

circular fashion). If SW.j = 1 in 202 then a new scan-plane is started. This operation can 

be performed by taking the mod for SW.k and p. Increment operation is shown in step 204
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200
(SW.j) = [ (SW.j) mod o 3 + 1

202
No

(SW.j) = 1 ?

206
Yes204 r

(SW.k) doesn’t change(SWJk) = [ (SW.k) mod p ] + 1

++mod (SW.j) 
++mod (SW.k)

Fig. 4.2 Increment of variables SW.j and SW.k in the sliding-window

4.3 Admittance Policy for the SW-Switch Architecture with Priority

Fig. 4.3 shows the preliminary steps to admit packets into the SW-switch 

architecture with priority. For an NxN switch, up to N  data packets could be received 

from the input lines every cycle; step 300 indicates that X  packets are received in a given 

cycle. A packet is removed from the non-empty set X  (step 302) and its priority p r  and 

output-port d is determined from packet header at step 304. At step 306 queue length Qd, 

for output-port d, total buffer space used at all memory-modules EQu and dynamic 

threshold values DT are determined. Information collected in steps 304 and 306 is 

employed by the admittance policy at step 308 to determine if the incoming packet is 

dropped or accepted into the switching system. The admittance policy applied to packets 

at step 308 determines if a packet is eligible to be admitted to the switch. This process is 

repeated for all packets of set X until no packet is left.
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300

302

304

306

308
Yes

Drop packet ?

No
310

Accept packet into the SW-switch

= packets input in the current cycle

Remove a packet from non-empty set X

Calculates Qd, HQi and DT values

Determine p rio rity  p r  and output-port 
d from packet header

Fig. 4.3 Steps to admit packets into the SW-switch with priority

The admittance policy (step 308) requires three conditions that should be satisfied in 

order to accept an incoming packet into the switching system.

• It is verified that there is available buffer space in the shared memory of the 

switch; summation of all queue lengths should be less than the total memory 

space at the SW-switch ( £Q t < m -a).

•  Queue length for output-port d  should be less than the maximum physical length 

p-a.

• Also the queue length for output-port d  is regulated not to exceed a dynamic 

threshold value DTpr which is different for each priority class pr
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The admittance policy can be given as follows: 

if ( IQ, < n ra) and ( Qd < p-cr) then

if ( pr = H) and ( Qd < DTh ) then 
Accept packet into the SW-switch

eiseif ( pr = L) and ( Qd < DTl ) then 
Accept packet into the SW-switch

else
Drop packet

Fig. 4.4 Admittance policy for incoming packets

Fig. 4.4 presents the pseudo-code for the admittance policy in the SW-switch 

architecture with priority. First, it is verified that there is available buffer space ( EQi < 

m o  ) and that the queue length not exceed the maximum physical length ( Qd < P'O )• 

Then depending on the priority class, dynamic threshold value DT is calculated for each 

priority class; DTH for high priority and DTL for low priority. If m-o is the total memory 

space and ZQi(t) is the buffer space used by all ports at time t, the dynamic threshold 

value DT at time t is calculated as follow:

DTn(t) = (Xh*( m-o - SQi(t)) for high priority 

DTt(t) = ciiX m-o - SQi(t)) for low priority

DT value is a function of the available buffer space and a  is a proportionality 

constant where an > Ul. A packet destined to output-port d  will be accepted at time t if its 

queue length Qd is less than the DT value ( Qd < DT ). A small a value will restrict the 

size of queue lengths. In contrast, a large a value will not set significant control in queue 

lengths and will permit some ports to monopolize the buffer-space. While any output 

queue can be formed by a combination of packets from the various priority classes;
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incoming high priority packets with a greater an value will see an upper threshold value 

D T h  than low priority packets and the high priority class will have a higher probability to 

be accepted into SW-switch. As we shall see later, the appropriate setting of an and a t 

will allows us to eliminate the packet-loss in the high priority class The dynamic queue 

length threshold scheme [30] [57] provides the means to obtain a unique quality-of- 

service (QoS) for each priority class. Specifically, [all priorities—whole buffer capacity- 

all priorities] A W  A scheme explained in [57] is employed for the management of the 

buffer space with two priority classes in the SW-switch architecture.

4.4 Determination of Self-Routing Parameters (i, j, k)

Parameter assignment circuit (PAC) in Fig. 4.5 produces self-routing tags (i, j, k) 

that are attached to incoming packets to self-propagate through the various stages of the 

SW-switch architecture with priority. PAC circuit uses a set of counters and tables to 

facilitate determination of self-routing parameters (i, j, k). To enable faster assignments, 

PAC circuit uses two separate processors that work in a pipeline fashion. Processor-1 

500 obtains the destination port d  and the priority level pr  of incoming packet from 

packet’s header and calculates j  and k parameters. Thereafter, processor-2 530 computes i 

parameter based on availability of array locations. The sliding-window (SW) in Fig. 4.5 

is denoted by counters SW.j and SW.k (twice by 510 and 540). With every cycle, SW 

counters 510 and 540 update their value independently according to the ++mod () 

operation described previously.
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For processor-! in Fig. 4.5, queue length counter (QLC) 525 maintains queue 

lengths for all output-ports. Counter 515 compute dynamic threshold (DT) values for 

each priority class. These DTpr values in 515 are an upper limit to lengths of output 

queues for each priority class. In addition last packet counter (LPC) 520 stores j  and k 

parameters assigned to the last packet accepted into the SW-switch for each output-port d 

and priority class pr. In processor-2 of Fig. 4.5, the number of packets stored at each 

memory-module is kept at module length counter (MLC) 545. Also temp counter 550 

maintains which memory-modules are selected to store incoming packets in the same 

cycle. This temp counter 550 allows us to have 100% parallel WRITE operations in 

memory-modules. Counters MLC and temp are used to determine i parameter.

Scan Table (ST) 555 holds i parameter and priority level p r  for every packet 

accepted into the SW-switch. Size of table ST 555 depends on the switch size and the 

number of scan-planes used to force a sharing scheme. The number of rows is equal to 

the switch size N  and the number of columns is equal to the maximum queue length 

permitted p  o. A shifting operation is done at ST table 555 every time a high priority 

packet is accepted and the corresponding packet information placed in ST table 555. 

Information for low priority packets until that time in ST table 555 is shifted in order to 

have information for high priority packets in consecutive slots at ST table 555. As a 

result, high priority packets could be scanned by the sliding-window (SW) and serviced 

by the switching system ahead of time than low priority packets.
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4.4.1 Determination of Parameters (j, k)

Depending on the priority class, the j  and k parameters are calculated differently. 

Fig. 4.6 shows flow diagram to calculate j  and k parameters for low priority packets. 

Queue length Qd in QLC 525 (Fig. 4.5) is incremented by one (step 600) to account for 

incoming packet at output-port d. At steps 602 and 604 (LC.f)pt4 counters in LPC 520 

(Fig. 4.5) are checked to know if there are packets inside memory-modules. If (LC.j)pr,d is 

different from zero that means, there are packets designed to output-port d  and priority 

level p r(p r  = L for low priority and p r - H  for high priority).

602
Yes No

604
No

610608
606 Yes

612

j = SW.j 
k = SW.k

Compute i parameter

j = ++mod (LC.jVc 
k = ++mod (LC.k)H,

j = ++mod (LC.j)L;d 
k = ++mod (LC.k)Ljd

Self-routing tag = (i, j, k)

Fig. 4.6 Flow diagram to calculate j and k parameters for low priority class

When (LC.j\ 4 and (LC.j)n4 are zero there are no packets for output-port d  inside 

buffer space. Hence the new arrival is the first and should not wait inside memory. At
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step 606 values assigned as j  and k parameters are SW.j and SW.k values (510 in Fig. 4.5). 

Consequently, the incoming packet is placed in the current location of the sliding- 

window (SW) and will be serviced in the current cycle. If (LC.j)l,a and/or (LC.j)h,<j are 

different from zero that means there are packets inside buffer space for output-port d and 

parameters assigned to the incoming packet follows the first-in first-out (FIFO) order 

maintained within each priority class. Therefore, if there are only high priority packets 

inside memory then j  and k parameters are calculated in step 608 applying ++mod () 

operation over (LC.j)H,d and (LC.k)u,ti- These (LC.j)nA and (LC.k)u,d variables correspond 

to the j  and k parameters assigned to the last high priority packet accepted. Similarly, if 

there are low priority packets inside memory then j  and k parameters for incoming packet 

are calculated in step 610 applying ++mod () operation over (LC/)i„d and (LC.k)t,d, i.e., 

variables that correspond to the j  and k parameters assigned to the last low priority packet 

admitted into memory, i parameter is calculated at step 612. The procedure to calculate 

this parameter will be explained later. Finally the self-routing tag (i, j, k) is obtained at 

the end of the flow diagram.

Flow diagram to calculate j  and k parameters for high priority packets is shown in 

Fig. 4.7. Queue length Qd in QLC 525 (Fig. 4.5) for output-port d  is incremented by one 

at step 700 to account for incoming packet at output-port d. At step 702, if (LC.j)u,d = 0 in 

LPC 520 (Fig. 4.5) then there is no high priority packets inside memory and j  and k 

parameters for incoming packet are equal to SW.j and SW.k values (510 in Fig. 4.5) at 

step 704. That is incoming packet will be serviced in the current cycle because there are 

no other packets waiting in the queue line for output-port d  to be read out from memory- 

modules. If (LC.j)n,d ^ 0 there are high priority packets inside memory then j  and k
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parameters are calculated in step 706 applying ++mod () operation over (LC.j)H,d and 

(LC.£)h,<j variables.

700

702
No

706
Yes

704

708
No

710
Yes

712

714

Qd = Qd + 1

j = SW.j 
k = SW.k

Compute i parameter

j = ++mod (LC.j)H,t 
k = ++mod (LC.k)H>

(LC.j)L>d = ++mod (LC.j)M 
(LC.k)Ljd = ++mod (LC.k)L>d

Shift locations for output- 
port d and low priority 

pr = L at ST table

Self-routing tag = (i, j, k)

Fig. 4.7 Flow diagram to calculate j and k parameters for high priority class

Once j  and k parameters have been calculated for incoming packet, information 

for low priority class (if any) already present in table and counters should be shifted or 

updated in order to incorporate information from the incoming high priority packet. For 

that reason, if there are low priority packets inside memory in step 708, i.e., (LC.j)L,d j1 0,
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steps 710 and 712 should be executed. Consequently is applied ++mod () operation over 

(LC.j)L,d and (LC.k)L,d variables (step 710). Also, locations at ST table 555 (Fig. 4.5) for 

output-port d  and low priority pr = L are shifted (step 712). If (LC.j)L,d = 0 then no action 

is necessary at ST table 555 and (LC.j)L,d and (LC.k)L,d variables. Finally, i parameter is 

calculated (step 714) and the self-routing tag (i, j, k) is obtained at the end of the flow 

diagram.

4.4.2 Determination of i-Parameter

The scheme used to assign i parameter to packets is depicted in Fig. 4.8. A search 

is done through module length counter (MLC) 545 and temp 550 arrays (Fig. 4.5) to 

determine i parameter that denotes the memory-module where packet will be stored.
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MLC
800 i = parameter assigned to 

the last packet admitted
y = 0

0  =  8 =1

i=2V,802 Search

i=3

MLC(i) <  a =4
804

y > m
Yes i=m

806
No MLC(i) < a

Yes808

temp(i) = 0

812
No810

M(i) = M(i) + 1 Drop packet

i parameter

0

Not assigned 
1 i value at 
current cycle

Fig. 4.8 Scheme to assign i parameter

At the start, i variable has the value assigned to the last packet admitted and an 

auxiliary variable y  is initialized to zero (step 800). Subsequently i variable is 

incremented by one in a mod fashion to initiate the search at step 802. Also y variable is 

incremented by one to count the number of searches done. The search for i parameter is 

done through module length counter (MLC) 545 and temp 550 arrays. MLC 545 counter 

holds the number of packets written to each memory-module, thus MLC (i) count should 

be less than the maximum packet capacity o  in a memory-module. Array temp(i) equals 

to zero indicates that this i slot is available and it was not previously assigned to a packet
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in the current cycle. Temp array 550 is used to make sure that only one packet will be 

written to any memory-module within a cycle. Therefore, SW-switch architecture with 

priority allows 100% parallel WRITE operations to the memory-modules. When 

conditions M(i) < a  and temp(i) = 0 in steps 806 and 808 respectively are satisfied, then 

the current i value is assigned as the i parameter. At step 810, MLC counter 545 is 

incremented by one to account for packet that will be written into i memory-module. If 

search for i parameter has been done for all m locations in MLC 545 and temp 550 arrays 

and any condition in steps 806 or 808 was not met then packet is dropped at step 812.

4.5 Memory Controllers

Memory-modules 40i, 40a,..., 40m in SW architecture are physically separate but 

logically linked to provide a shared-memory space among input and output-ports. 

Memory controllers 50i, 502,..., 50m are responsible to compute addresses to write and 

read packets from memory-modules 40i, 402,..., 40m. Each memory-module has its local 

controller that works with local information and self-routing tag (i, j, k) attached to 

packets. Also all memory controllers are connected to a high speed bus to provide a 

means of communication between them. Fig. 4.9 shows the detailed structure of a 

memory controller 50 to illustrate the different tasks performed by it. Input module 30 

receive packet with self-routing tag (/, j, k) and header parameters (d, pr). Information (d, 

pr, j, k) is sent to the memory controller 50 and data-packet is written to the memory- 

module 40.
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Outgoing 
packets with 

j = SW.j 
k = SW.k

Incoming 
packets with 
self-routing
tag (i, j, k)

Memory Module

(4 pr, i, k) IEADWRITE 900 902

904SW.j SW.k
Manage and  

Search Circuit
Bus for 
Memory

Controllers(4 pr)

906

Output Scan  Array (OSA)

Memory Controller

Fig. 4.9 Memory controller for memory-module

Manage and search circuit (MSC) 902 places (d, pr, j, k) values in an available 

memory location (ml) of the output scan array (OSA) 906 which has a locations. Also 

data-packet is written into ml location of memory-module 40. Counters 900 SW.j and 

SW.k update its value according to the -H-mod () operation described previously. 

Information in OSA array 906 help to determine which packet(s) needs to be read out 

from memory-module 40. A search is done every cycle in OSA array 906 to find 

locations with j  = SW.j and k  = SW.k that correspond to packets that need to be read out 

from memory-module 40. High speed bus 904 enables memory controllers to 

communicate with each other and exchange updates at OSA array 906. MSC circuit 902 

transmits or receives through bus 904 d  value which indicates that locations in OSA array 

906 need to be updated. Every time a high priority packet is received, -H-mod () operation 

should be applied over j  and k parameters for locations in OSA array 906 that correspond
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to output-port d and pr  = L. This ++mod () operation over j  and k parameters is done in 

all memory controllers 50i, 502,.* ♦> S0m. Hence, multiple memory controllers from 50i, 

SOi,..., 50m could request update for j  and k in OSA array 906 for the duration of a cycle.

4.5.1 WRITE Stage

WRITE operation is shown by a flow chart in Fig. 4.10. That is, steps necessary 

to write data packet into memory-modules 40j, 4O2,..., 40m. Initially, Routing tag (i, j ,  k) 

and header parameters (d , pr) from incoming packet are sent to memory controller 50 by 

the input module 30 (Fig. 4.9). At step 1000, MSC circuit 902 obtains (d, pr, j, 

^.parameters.
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1000
VI MSC circuit obtains

(d, pr, j, k) parameters

1002

1004
'si j = ++mod (j) 

k = ++mod (k) 
inCOSAV

1006
VI

1008
Available 

ml location

1010
v

s

1012
V f

OSA(ml) = (d, pr, j, k)

Waddr(ml) =data packet

a

MSC broadcast 
d value through bus

Fig. 4.10 WRITE operation of packets to memory-modules

If pr = H  in step 1002, then it means that a high priority packet is received and it 

requires the information to be modified for low priority packets in order to place high 

priority packets in the queue. Consequently, ++mod () operation is applied over j  and k 

parameters at each location of OSA array 906 designed to output-port d  and low priority 

(pr = L) at step 1004. Also MSC circuit 900 broadcasts d  value to all memory controllers 

50i, SOa,..., 50m through bus 904 in step 1006. Whichever memory controller 50i, 502,.,., 

50m receiving d value through bus 904 from other memory controller should complete 

step 1004. Thus, multiple locations in OSA array 906 for various output-ports should be
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updated according to step 1004 every cycle. If pr ^ H  (low priority packet) steps 1004 

and 1006 are skipped and flow diagram continue in step 1008. An available ml location is 

found in OSA 906 at step 1008. Subsequently (d, pr, j, k) values are stored in ml location 

of OSA 906 in step 1010. Also data packet is written in ml location of memory-module 

40 at step 1012. In the WRITE stage packets are written in parallel to memory-modules 

40i, 402,..., 40m. SW-switch architecture with priority is able to complete 100% parallel 

write operations every cycle. Hence, the write speed in memory-modules 40i, 402,..., 40m 

is equal to the input line-speed.

4.5.2 READ Stage

Fig. 4.11 shows READ operation of packets from memory-modules 40i, 402,..., 

40m. Every cycle counters 900 SW.j and SW.k are incremented according with ++mod () 

operation in order to move the position of the sliding-window to next OSV inside 

memory space (step 1100). Packets inside the sliding-window (SW) need to be serviced 

and read out from memory-modules 50i, 502,..., 50m during the current cycle.
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1100
SW.j = ++mod (SW.j)
SW.k = + + m oi (SW.k)

1102 Search for ml location 
in OSA array with 
a, k)= (SW.j, SW.k)

1104
V  RaddrOnl) = data packet

1106
OSA (ml) = 0

1108
No

Search done on 
the o locations?

Yes

Fig. 4.11 READ operation of packets from memory-modules

Therefore, MSC circuit 902 search for ml location in OSA array 906 (Fig. 4.9) 

with j  -  SW.j and k  = SW.k (step 1102). Locations in OSA array 906 with these j  and k 

parameters holds information of packets that needs to be output in the current cycle. 

Thus, packet with ml location matching j  = SW.j and k = SW.k is read out from memory- 

module 40 (step 1104). As well, at step 1106 the ml location is set to zero in OSA array 

906 to free the memory location as a result of packet read out of the switch. In step 1108 

flow diagram loops back to sequentially repeat steps 1102 through 1106 until the search 

function is completed in all a  locations of OSA array 906. SW-switch architecture with 

priority could need several packets to be read out from a memory-module 40 within a 

cycle. Speedup of memory-modules 40i, 402,.-? 40m at READ stage is necessary to solve
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contention when multiple packets are output from the same memory-module during the 

same cycle.

4.6 Illustration of the Sliding-Window Switch with Priority

Fig. 4.12 shows a 4x4 SW-switch with priority and its configuration. The number 

of memory-modules (m=6) is greater than the switch size (NxN=4x4), which helps to 

increase parallel operations at the READ stage and reduce the memory-bandwidth 

requirement. The maximum number of packet that can be stored at a memory-module are 

a = 4. Thus, total memory space is m-a = 24 packets. Also the number of scan-planes are 

p  = 3, that allocate a maximum physical queue-length for any output-port of p-a = 12 

packets, so the maximum queue length p-a forces a partial sharing scheme for the switch, 

i.e., a very active output-port could take up to half of the total memory space.

Input-Interconneetion
Network

Shored Parallel 
Memory Modules

Out put-1 nterconneetion 
Network

Memory Module 
and Controller

Memory Module 
and Controller

Memory Module 
and Controller

Memory Module
and Controller

Memory Module 
and Controller

Memory Module 
and Controller

Switch Size 
NxN = 4x4

Memory Modules 
m  = 6

Packet locations in 
a Memory Module 
a = 4

Scan-planes 
p = 3

Fig. 4.12 Example of a 4x4 SW-switch with priority and its configuration
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Dynamic threshold (DT) scheme [30] [57] is used to avoid that a few output-ports 

could monopolize the use of memory space. In this scheme, values for the proportionality 

constant are a//=l.Q for high priority packets and a t  = 0.7 for low priority. These values 

provide a higher probability for high priority packets to be admitted into the switch 

compared to low priority packets.

Fig. 4.13 presents packets received and output from the 4x4 switch system of Fig. 

4.12 for up to 16 pipeline cycles. Input-ports are denoted by W, X, Y, and Z respectively. 

Each packet received is denoted by destination port and priority level. For instance, 3L at 

input-port W and cycle-2 represents a packet designed to output-port 3 and low priority L. 

Also in Fig. 4.13 output-ports are designed by 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Packets read out 

from the switch are denoted by the port of entry and the cycle when they entered the 

switch. For example, XI at output-port 4 represents a packet that entered by input line X  

at cycle-1.

Pipeline Input Input Input input Pointer Output Output Output Output
Cycle w X Y 2 SW fftk) 1 2 3 4

1 1L 4H 4L 4H
2 31 2L 3L 3H
3 3H 2H 4L 3H
4 1L 4H 4H 4L (1.1)
5 1L 4L 4L 2L (2,1) W1 X1
6 3H 3H 2L 1H (3,1) X2 Z2 Z1
7 4H 4L 2H 2L (4,1) X3 W3 Y1
8 3L 1H 3H 2H (1,2) W4 Z3 X4
9 1H 4L 4L 4H (2,2) W5 Z5 W2 Y4
10 4H 4H 4L 4L (3,2) Z6 Y6 W6 Y3
11 4H 4L 4H 4L (4,2) Y7 X6 W7
12 4L 41 4H 4H (1,3) X8 Z8 Y8 Z4
13 (2,3) W9 27 Y2 Z9
14 .....(3,3)...... W8 W10
15 (4,3) X10
16 ....(1,11.... W11

Input-ports 
{W, X, Y, Z}

Output-ports 
d = { l , 2 ,  3 , 4}

Priority Level 
L = low 
H = high

Fig. 4.13 Packet streams received and output in a 4x4 SW-switch with priority
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Packets pass through the SW-switch until the fifth cycle because the switching 

operation is partitioned in 5 pipelined stages. Besides pointer SW(j, k) shows in Fig. 4.13 

is for the WRITE stage (fourth pipeline stage). Packets with high priority are favored to 

pass first through the switching system. For example, in cycle-1 three packets went into 

the switch for d = 4, packets XI and Z1 with high priority are read out first (cycles 5 and 

6) and then packet Y1 with low priority (cycle 7).

Fig. 4.14 shows processor-1 from Fig. 4.5 in order to explain the admittance 

policy for incoming packets at the SW-switch with priority. At the beginning of cycle 12 

counters have the values show in Fig. 4.14. First it is verified the memory space used not 

exceed the total capacity (XQi -  10) < (m-a -  24) and the maximum queue length limit 

permitted (Qd = 10) < (p-a = 12). Dynamic thresholds values are DTI = 14 and DT2 = 10 

for high priority and low priority respectively. Packet 4L from input-port W at cycle 12 is 

designed for output-port d = 4 and low priority, queue length for d = 4 is compared with 

the threshold for low priority (Qd = 10) < (DT2 = 10) which is false and it causes packet 

4L to be dropped.

SW.j SW.k
r~r~l 3 I

DT1 DT2 Last Packet C ounter (LPC)
I 14 [ 10 i

High Priority Low Priority
LC.j LC.k LC.j LC.k

(QLC = Qd d = 1 0 0 1 1
d = 1 0 d = 2 0 0 0 0
d = 2 0 d = 3 0 0 0 0
d = 3 0 d = 4 1 1 1 3
d = 4 10

Fig. 4.14 Counters for processor-1
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Because packet 4L from input-port W  at cycle 12 was dropped, no update is 

necessary in counters at processor-1. Next packet 4L  from input-port X  at cycle 12 is 

similar to last packet dropped. For that reason counter values in processor-1 are identical, 

therefore packet is processed exactly the same and it is also dropped. For packet 4H from 

input-port Y  at cycle 12 the priority level is different, i.e., H = high priority. Counters in 

processor-1 remain with the same values, but now when compared queue length for d = 4 

with the threshold for high priority (Qd = 10) < (TH2 =14) which is true and that let 

packet 4H to be accepted. Thereafter counters in processor-1 are updated due to packet 

admitted into the SW-switch.

4.7 Simulation Results

To study performance of the SW-switch architecture with priority, a bursty-traffic 

is generated using a two state ON-OFF model [7][42], i.e., by alternating a geometrically 

distributed period during which no arrivals occur (idle period), by a geometrically 

distributed period during which arrivals occur (active period) in a Bernoulli fashion and 

vice versa. Each active period generates a burst of data-packets destined to the same 

output-port and belonging to the same priority class. When bursts of packets are 

generated, they have equal probability to be destined to any of the output-ports. Traffic 

contains 20% high priority packets and 80% low priority packets in this simulation study. 

Every input-port is connected to an independent bursty source with average burst length 

(ABL) = 8 packets. In this simulation study evaluation is done for a packet switch with 

NxN = 32x32 ports with a total memory B = 512 packets. Total memory is formed by m 

= 32 memory-modules; each memory-module can store up to a = 16 packets. Partial
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sharing of the buffer space is permitted among ports with the number of scan-planes set 

to p  = 16; this value restricts the allocation of buffer space to a maximum of half of the 

total memory to any output-port.

The dynamic queue length threshold scheme [30] [57] is used to regulate the 

sharing of the buffer space among ports. Specifically, {all priorities—whole buffer 

capacity—all priorities} A W  A scheme explained in [57] is employed for the management 

of the buffer space with two priority classes. In order to provide high priority packets 

preferential access to the memory resources, value for a constant is greater for high 

priority than for low priority. As a result, dynamic threshold (DT) value is allowed to be 

greater for that incoming high priority packets and queue lengths are permitted to grow 

bigger in size than for incoming low priority packets. Also i parameter is computed first 

for incoming high priority packets than for low priority packets in order to increment the 

chances of finding available slots in OSV and temp arrays; reducing the probability of 

high priority packets being dropped in the WRITE stage of the switch. Output queues 

may contain a mix of high and low priority packets but first-in first-out (FIFO) order is 

maintained within each priority class. At each output queue, high priority packets are 

serviced first and when only low priority packets remain in the queue these packets are 

processed.

Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16 show packet-loss ratio (PLR) in SW-switch with priority 

for the two priority classes. The setting of a constant can produce different packet loss 

within each priority class. In Fig. 4.15 values of cq = 0.8 for low priority and oq = 2.0 for 

high priority produces a very low PLR at very high loads (> 90%) for the high priority 

class.
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SW Switch with Priority
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q: - 2

^ 10
<0
I 10"o

PACKET SWITCH 
Switch Size (NxN)= 32x32 ports 
Total Memory (B)= 512 packets 
m = 32 p = 16 
0 =  16

DATA TRAFFIC
Average Burst Length (ABL)= 8
High Priority Traffic = 20%

High Priority (0t= 2,0) 
Low Priority (0t= 0.8)

1 0 “

10
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Effective Load
0.7 0.8 0.9

Fig. 4.15 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) in SW-switch with priority (an = 2.0 and oil = 0.8)

10°

10'1

SW Switch with Priority

PACKET SWITCH 
5  10 2 r Switch Size (NxN)= 32x32 ports
^ Total Memory (B)= 512 packets

m = 32 p=16

1 10^  0 = 16
°  1 DATA TRAFFIC /  High Priority (a= 4.0)
1  ,i Average Burst Length (ABL)= 8 0' - 3-  Low Priority (a= 0.8)
g10 r High Priority Traffic = 20% ----------------------------------

CL

10'5

10;
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Effective Load

Fig. 4.16 Packet-loss ratio (PLR) in SW-switch with priority (<Xh = 4.0 and (Xl = 0.8)
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Increasing value of an -  4.0 in Fig. 4.16 makes the PLR disappear for the high 

priority class. Therefore, we can set value of a constant in each priority class and increase 

the corresponding dynamic threshold (DT) value that regulates the sharing of the buffer 

space in order to provide different QoS guarantees to the various priority classes.

We continue to use in the following figures and tables values of a  constant that 

produce no packet-loss in the high priority class (i.e. a# = 4.0 and = 0.8 for high 

priority and low priority respectively). We try to distinguish the performance of the two 

priority classes with the privileged allocations of memory resources to the high priority 

packets. As expected in Fig. 4.17, average throughput for high priority class is linear; as 

load increases the switch throughput also increases because no packet is dropped in the 

high priority class due to the setting of a constant. We should notice that average 

throughput in Fig. 4.17 for each priority class is scaled with respect to the percentage of 

packets belonging to each priority class at the input traffic, i.e., for example a 100% 

throughput in the high priority class means that all 20% of high priority packets present at 

the input traffic were successfully processed and forwarded by the packet switch. A sharp 

decrease in throughput performance is suffered for the low priority class at high loads (> 

80%) due to insufficient buffer space; most of the memory resources are consumed by the 

high priority class. Average packet-delay (packet latency) is presented in Fig. 4.18 for the 

two priority classes. That is the average number of switch cycles required by packets to 

move from input-ports to output-ports of the packet switch. It is observed that packet 

latency is very low for the high priority class because at each output queue, high priority 

packets are processed and serviced ahead of low priority packets on the queue line to be 

read out from memory-modules.
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Fig. 4.17 Average throughput in SW-switch with priority for the two priority classes
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Fig. 4.18 Packet latency in SW-switch with priority for the two priority classes
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Multiple packets could contend to be read out from a memory-module within a 

switch cycle. This memory contention at the READ stage is solved by speedup of 

memory-modules in order that two or more packets depart from any memory-module 

within a given switch-cycle. Fig. 4.19 shows the average memory-bandwidth requirement 

needed by memory-modules to solve contention. It is measured in Fig. 4.19 the number 

of memory-cycles required on average to read out outgoing packets. High priority class 

requires less average memory-bandwidth than low priority class in part because high 

priority packets represent only 20% of the total traffic. However, in overloaded 

conditions (> 80%) high priority packets consume a great amount of buffer space having 

a noticeable increase in the memory-bandwidth requirement. The amount of memory 

resources employed by the high priority class causes the memory-bandwidth requirement 

for the low priority class stabilizes and even decreases (Fig. 4.19) at overloaded 

conditions (> 80%) due to a decline on its throughput performance (Fig. 4.17). The 

worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement is illustrated in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 for 

high priority class and low priority class traffic respectively. That is the number of 

memory-cycles required in a given switch cycle by packets to be read out from the 

memory-modules. For the simulation performed the high priority class requires up to five 

memory-cycles to avoid contention at READ stage (Table 4.1). It is observed that more 

than 98% of high priority packets can be read out from memory-modules in two memory- 

cycles. For the low priority class the maximum number of memory-cycles required to 

solve contention is eight (Table 4.2). However, more than 98% packets can be read out in 

three memory-cycles.
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Fig. 4.19 Average memory-bandwidth requirement for 
SW-switch with priority for the two priority classes

1 cycle 2  c y c le s . 4 c y c le s ;y  L t x

10% load 93.9464% 0.0536% 0% 0% 0%
30% load 99.2994% 0.6993% 0.0012% 0% 0%
50% load 97.7424% 2.2436% 0.0140% 0% 0%
60% load 97.1348% 2.8449% 0.0200% 0.0003% 0%
70% load 96.5383% 3.4282% 0.0333% 0.0002% 0%
............:• ’ . ' 93.9894% 5.8635% 0.1450% 0.0019% 0.0003%
90% load 83.5041% 15.5415% 0.9297% 0.0242% 0.0005%

100% load 78.1758% 20.2410% 1.5285% 0.0538% 0.0010%

Table 4.1 Worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement for 
SW-switch with priority for high priority class

SW Switch with Priority

High MB re q u ire m e n t for
Low Priority P a c k e t s xPACKET SWITCH

Switch Size (NxN)= 32x32 ports .
Total Memory (B)= 512 packets

p= 16 *m = 32 
0 = 16

DATA TRAFFIC
Average Burst Length (ABL)= 8 /  
High Priority Traffic = 20%

High Priority (a= 4.0) 
Low Priority (Qt= 0.8)

Lower MB re q u ire m e n t fo r
High Priority P a c k e ts  \

X

X
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Table 4.2 Worst-case memory-bandwidth requirement for 
SW-switch with priority for low priority class
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Internet routers and switches employ memory-modules to buffers packets during 

times of congestion. Particularly, shared-memory based switches use a central memory- 

module which is shared among ports. A background discussion on switching architecture 

and schemes has been presented in chapter-1 of this thesis. The memory-sharing scheme 

used in a shared-memory based switching system has a direct impact on the throughput 

performance and utilization of the switching system.

In chapter-2 of this thesis the throughput and packet-loss performance were 

evaluated and compared for various memory-sharing schemes, i.e., individual-static 

threshold, global-static threshold, shared memory with dedicated access (SMDA) and 

dynamic queue length threshold. The performance evaluation was done under balanced 

and unbalanced bursty traffic. It was observed that the throughput performance of the 

switch declined under unbalanced bursty traffic. The uneven distribution of bursts of 

incoming packets caused active output-ports become very congested leading to packet- 

loss. Every memory-sharing scheme evaluated in this thesis has a tunable parameter a 

that controls the degree of sharing of the common memory space. Value of a constant can
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be optimized in each memory-sharing scheme to work satisfactorily under a particular 

traffic condition. The best performance in a shared-memory based switch was obtained 

using the dynamic queue length threshold scheme. This scheme was very robust against 

variations in a values; which is a desirable feature in order for the switch performance to 

be sustained under diverse traffic conditions. Furthermore, dynamic queue length 

threshold scheme provided the most efficient sharing of the common memory space 

leading to the higher throughput performance especially in overloaded traffic conditions.

The memory access speed restricts the ability for shared-memory based switches 

to be scaled to larger capacity. Switching architectures deploying parallel memory- 

modules that function together as a common memory space shared by all input and output 

ports provide one way to overcome memory-bandwidth constraint. There are two well 

known architectures that fall in this category, namely the sliding-window (SW) switch 

architecture invented by Dr. Kumar of UTPA and the shared-multibuffer (SMB) switch 

architecture invented by Yamanaka et al of Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Japan. In chapter-3 

of this thesis the switching behavior of these two architectures were simulated. 

Performance evaluation was conducted to evaluate and compare the throughput, packet- 

loss, and memory-bandwidth of these two switches under bursty-traffic conditions. The 

SW-switch architecture incurred packet contention for memory resources only at the 

WRITE stage requiring speedup at the WRITE stage. On the other hand, SMB-switch 

architecture required speedup of memory-modules at the READ stage. For SW-switch, 

two different memory assignment schemes were evaluated. It was observed that the SW- 

switch architecture with assignment scheme-2 was able to achieve 100% parallel-write 

and parallel-read operations at the cost of dropping packets that couldn’t be stored in one
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memory cycle. Based on the comparative evaluation, the memory-bandwidth requirement 

for SW-switch architecture was observed to be far less than that of the SMB-switch 

architecture.

In the chapter-4 of this thesis, the SW-switch architecture was modified and 

extended to handle differentiated quality-of-service (QoS). A version of dynamic queue 

length threshold called AWA was implemented in order to control the sharing of the 

common buffer space. The self-routing parameter assignment circuit (PAC) was modified 

and some communication was allowed between memory controllers for exchanging 

updates in parameter information. An increase in memory-bandwidth at the WRITE stage 

was necessary in order to solve packet contention that originated when parameter 

information was modified for low priority inside logical queues due to insertion of the 

high priority information. The priority-switching scheme was simulated and it was 

observed that the SW-switch architecture was able to provide space priority and time 

priority for traffic with two priority classes. Performance evaluation of each priority class 

showed that the packet loss for high priority and low priority packets could be controlled 

by adjusting the individual threshold on sharing of common memory space for the high 

priority packets and low priority packets.
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